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Officers, 1906, 

President—JOHN LUCHSINGER, Monroe, Wis. 

Vice-President—CHAS. ZUERCHER, Brodhead, Wis. 

Secretary HENRY ELMER, Monroe, Wis. 

Treasurer—JACOB REGEZ, SR., Monroe, Wis. 

Executive Committee. 

JACOB KARLEN, SR., Monroe, Wis. 

ALBERT C. TRACHSEL, Monroe, Wis. 

ALBERT POOLE, SR., Darlington, Wis. 

Membership of the Southern Wisconsin 

Cheesemakers’ Association, 1906. 

A 

Ackermann, J. Monroe Wisconsin 
Alexander, C. B. Chicago Illinios 
Aderhold, E. L. Neenah Wisconsin 

B 

Blum & Stauffacher Monroe Wisconsin 
Blumer, Fred Monroe Wisconsin | 

Baer, U. S. Madison Wisconsin 
Barlow, E. G. & P. B. Darlington Wisconsin 

Bennett, Geo. Darlington Wisconsin | 
Bower, U. W. Darlington Wisconsin _ 
Bruce, Bert Darlington Wisconsin _ 
Bower, N. Darlington Wisconsin | 

Benedict Orville Darlington Wisconsin — 
Bothwell, W. A. Darlington Wisconsin |
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Cc 

Callahan, Bros. Darlington Wisconsin 
j Conley, P. H. Darlington Wisconsin 

Conley, E. F. Darlington Wisconsin 
Carey, J. H. Darlington Wisconsin 
Clark, L. Darlington Wisconsin 

D 
Dodge, Chas. S. Monroe Wisconsin 

4 Dibble C. A. Milwaukee Wisconsin 
DeMuth, Gus. Darlington Wisconsin 
Driver, R. H. Darlington Wisconsin 

E 
Elmer, Henry Monroe Wisconsin 
Elmer, John H. & Son. Monroe Wisconsin 
Earle, T. H. Darlington Wisconsin 

F 
Figi, & Co. Monroe Wisconsin 
Frehner, Carl Darlington Wisconsin 
First National Bank Darlington Wisconsin 
Francis, O. W. Darlington Wisconsin 
Farrington, E. H., Professor Madison Wisconsin 

G 
Gilbank, Ancella Darlington Wisconsin 
Grossman, J. Darlington Wisconsin 
Greene & Van Matre. Darlington Wisconsin 

H 
Hawley, A. G. Argyle Wisconsin 
Hansen, E. R. Madison Wisconsin 
Hardiker, Frank H, Chicago Illinois 
Hoskin & Wilson Darlington Wisconsin 
Howery, L. B. Darlington Wisconsin 
Hugill, Ed. Darlington Wisconsin 
Halloran, E. Darlington Wisconsin 
Hastings, E. G., Professor Madison Wisconsin 
Hawley, Celia B. Darlington Wisconsin
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J 

Jally, H. L. Darlington Wisconsin 

K 

Karlen, Jacob, Sr. Monroe Wisconsin 

Karlen, Jacob, Jr. Monroe Wisconsin 

Karlen, Fred J. Monroe Wisconsin 
Kelly, H. 0. Waterloo Iowa 

Kammer & Lory Darlington Wisconsin 
Kiefe, J. H. Darlington Wisconsin 

G 

Lamb, L. L. Monroe Wisconsin 

Lappin & Mc Connell Darlington Wisconsin 

Lindsay & Howery. Darlington Wisconsin 

Luchsinger, John Monroe Wisconsin 
Luchsinger, Thomas Monroe Wisconsin 

Lehnkering, C. F. Darlington Wisconsin 

M 

Monroe Lumber & Fuel Co. Monroe Wisconsin 
Marti, Joe & Co. Monroe Wisconsin 
Mueller, Fred Darlington Wisconsin { 

Meyer, F. M. Apple River Illinois 
Meyer, Henry Darlington Wisconsin 

Marty, Fred Monroe Wisconsin 

Meehan, John Darlington Wisconsin 
Miller & Riemer. Darlington Wisconsin 

Martin, H. C. Darlington Wisconsin 

Meyers, Sam Darlington Wisconsin 
Murphy, J. E. Darlington Wisconsin 

Mackin, Jno. Darlington Wisconsin | 

Micka & Huss Darlington Wisconsin | 

McKelly, R. C. Milwaukee Wisconsin 
McGraw Bros. Darlington Wisconsin ~ 
McCarville, J. A. Darlington Wisconsin 

McConnell & West Darlington Wisconsin 

N 

Nelson Hardware Co. Darlington Wisconsin
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°o 

Orton & Osborn Darlington Wisconsin Oates, J. C. Darlington Wisconsin 
O’Brien, John Darlington Wisconsin Oates, Geo. F. Darlington Wisconsin 

P 

Poole, A. & Sons. Darlington Wisconsin Palmer, C. F. Darlington Wisconsin 

R 

Roth, Christ Monroe Wisconsin Regez, Jacob, Sr. Monroe Wisconsin 
Regez, Jacob, Jr. Monroe Wisconsin Rowe, Oscar Darlington Wisconsin Rothlisberger, Simon Apple River Illinois Ryan, J. W. Darlington Wisconsin Roy, J. B. Darlington Wisconsin Roberts, W. C. Darlington Wisconsin Roy, F. L. & Son Darlington Wisconsin Roselip, Gus. Darlington Wisconsin 

s 
Schnebeli Edwin Brodh ead Wisconsin Stauffacher, Peter Monroe Wisconsin Stauffacher, Sam Monroe Wisconsin Schepley, Chas. R. Monroe Wisconsin Stoeri, Peter Mineral Point Wisconsin Schenk, Jacob Blanchardville Wisconsin Stauffer, Fred Darlington Wisconsin Skinner, David P, Milwaukee Wisconsin Steffin, Nick Darlington Wisconsin Schreiter, H. D. Darlington Wisconsin Swift, J. V. Darlington Wisconsin Schreiter, D. Darlington Wisconsin Steil, Geo. J, Darlington Wisconsin Sandefor & Metcalf Darlington Wisconsin Scott, H. BE, Argyle Wisconsin Stevenson, G. W. Darlington Wisconsin
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T 

Thaler, M. Darlington Wisconsin 

Trachsel, Albert C. Monroe Wisconsin 

Treat, Ben Monroe Wisconsin 

Tarrell, R. E. Darlington Wisconsin 

Vv 

Van Matre, R. E. Darlington Wisconsin 

Ww 

Wenger, John C. Monroe Wisconsin 

Wilson, Alex. Darlington Wisconsin 

West, Geo. F. Darlington Wisconsin 

Ward, Geo. Darlington Wisconsin 

Werkenand Jos. Darlington Wisconsin 

Winter, W. H. Darlington Wisconsin 

2 

Zimmermann, Fred, Agent Monroe Wisconsin 

Zumkehr, Peter Monroe Wisconsin
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Report of Secretary, 
Henry Elmer, Monroe, Wis. 

Mr. President and Members of the Association: 
I beg to submit the following condensed statement for the Association Year just ended: 

Total receipts__________________$215 71 
Totaldisbursements..._.__ 63 75 

Balance in treasury________ ----$151 96 
Itemized accounts of the ooops and expenditures are given in the Treasurer’s Report. The Association Books of the Secretary and Treasurer are open for inspection at any time by any member of the Association. 
We, as an Association can be proud of the good work that is done through our conventions, and the fruits of the 1 labor done begins to show everywhere. Let the good work go on and on, 

) Treasurer’s Financial Report for 1905, 
Jacob Regez, Sr., Monroe, Wis. 

Mr. President and Members of the Association: The following itemized report shows the source from which all money paid into the Treasurer’s hands were re- ceived, and the disbursements paid on order from the Presi- dent and Secretary: 
RECEIPTS. 

Balance on hand from the year 
1904 Pere teen naa nan cones le 8 OO YL Paid memberships. 120 00 

OtAI cs nanenn=---.--......_. $215 71 
DISBURSEMENTS. 

The Schwab Stamp Co, --______$ 28 60 Robert Kohli, forprinting..____ 10 00 allerentiess feu eeres tc 15 00 Times Printing Co., printing. 100 Jacob Mueller, cash prize ___ 3 00 Emrick, for*medals.- 2g 65 Pres. Jno, Luchsinger, postage. 1 00 
Sec. Henry Elmer, postage... 3 50 Balance on hand for 1906..____ 151 96 

$215 71
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Scales of Points for Judging. 
Swiss and Block Cheese. 
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Brick and Limburger Cheese. 
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Cheese Exhibit Rules. 
At every convention there will be a fine exhibit of the 

various kinds of cheese made by members of the association. 

There will be awarded gold and silver medals, finely en- 

graved with the winner’s name and score for first and sec- 

ond prizes Swiss, Block, Brick and Limburger cheese. Every 

other exhibitor whose cheese scores over 92 points will re- 

ceive a diploma signed by the judges and the president and 

secretary and share pro rata in a cash premium of $30. Ex- 

hibitors must be members of the association and will be 

limited to one exhibit of not less than thirty pounds each. 

No cheese shall be considered for prizes that has previously 

been bored or cut. Entry cards and directions will be fur- 

nished by the secretary, Henry Elmer, P. O. box 623, Mon- 

roe, Wis., who will also send membership cards and badges 

upon payment of $1.00 each. All marks or cards showing 

the ownership of the cheese will be removed upon éntry. In 

no case will the name of any exhibitor be made known to | 

the judges or others, until the award is announced. All | 

cheese must be entered the first day the convention begins.
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Address of Welcome. 

Capt. P. H. Conley. 

Gentlemen of the Southern Wisconsin Cheesemakers’ 
Convention, to me has been assigned the pleasant and agree- 
able position of welcoming you to our beautiful city of 
Darlington. I know of no more pleasing position in which I 
could be placed, for I esteem the membership highly and 
know the good work you are doing. 

No set of men in this part of the state have done so 
much for us. You have made the waste places glad, and 
have changed the whole face of the country. You 
have changed the worn out fields to grassy pastures 
and lifted the hard working mortgage from many 
ahome. Let me assure you that the farmers of La- 
fayette County and the Citizens of Darlington appreciate 
the honor which is signified by your presence here, 

I have wondered why I was chosen for this position be- cause I can not tell the digerence between a Polled Angus 
and a Durham cheese. I think I can tell a Limburger by the 
smell, but even at that I might be mistaken. I sometimes 
think that the position was assigned to me for the same 
reason that the lawyers are asked to deliver addresses at county fairs—for the reason that the less they know about a subject, the more they can talk about it. Again I think that 
I may have been chosen for the reason that two years ago I spent part of the summer in Switzerland, and if you get as much pleasure out of this meeting as I got out of that beauti- 
ful country, you will go away well satisfied, 

You have carried with you to this country the reputation 
you had at home for honesty and hard work and it is largely owing to these traits that you have made the cheese industry 
what it is. 

One thing we can promise you is an unlimited supply of the best water in the world and this convention is famous 
for its use of that beverage. You will find it on tap here in
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this room and I recommend it to you earnest attention. 

We are new at this cheese business compared with most 

of the members of this convention and we hope to be edu- 

cated, and we know that we will be much benefited by your 

presence. You will find our people hospitable, and if there 

is anything you want and don’t see, ask for it—the freedom 

of the city is yours. We hope that you will carry away a 

kindly remembrance of your visit and we hope and trust that 

you will come again, as I feel certain that if you do, you will 

find a renewed interest and larger attendance. 

Again in behalf of our people I bid you welcome and I 

assure you that nothing will be left undone for your comfort 

and I bespeak for the convention a very pleasant and _profit- ' 

able meeting. 

: 

: 

‘
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Response to Address of Welcome. 

By John Luchsinger, President, 

Mr. Conley and Citizens of Darlington: 
For myself and for the Southern Wisconsin Cheese- 

makers’ Association I thank you most sincerely for your kind 
and gracious words of welcome. Such a welcome makes one 
feel at home, convinces us that we are among friends. 

Neighbors and friends our interests are the same. 
Whatever may be of advantage and profit in this our annual 
gathering we gladly share with you, and hope that with the 
kind help of your own dairy and cheese men our sessions 
will be helpful to the great and growing cheese industry of 
Southern Wisconsin. I am well advised when I say grow- 
ing, for I know your county, its soil, its grasses and its gen- 
eral fitness for the dairy business, I predict that in the not 
far away future your city will be the center of cheese pro- 
duction as truly as it is now the center of the splendid lime- 
stone hill country clad with rich everlasting blue grass and 
watered by springs and brooks in generous abundance, all so 
indispensable to good milk production. It is: true that our 
great Swiss cheese industry originated in Green county, 
brought across the ocean 60 years ago by a cluster of poor 
Swiss immigrants who tramped their weary way on foot 
across your prairies from Galena to the land in Green county 
selected for them to settle on, but the greatest milk production 
has reached or nearly reached its limit there. Swiss cheese 
making is not successful in the low lying though rich meadow 
lands to the east of us, it attains its best on the great lime- 
stone hills and uplands that stretch from Sugar River west- 
ward in great waves of hill and valley to the Mississippi. 
South-western Wisconsin is, and always will be, the best 
milk producing section of the middle west, best in quality, 
and most abundant in production, 

To develop and make the most of this choice gift of na-
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ture it requires only the right kind of people. You have | 

them, they are willing and eager to learn what must be 

learned to become successful milk producers. This associa- 

ation has come here to meet with them to talk of the best 

methods to pursue in all the many details of cheese produc- | 

tion, to instruct and be instructed, to talk of the failures as 

well as the successes of the past and apply the lessons. My, | 

observation has been that in the matter of building cheese 

factories. Lafayette county people are no way narrow or | 

niggardly, as a rule they will freely provide good, substan- 

tial, sanitary buildings and the best known equipments and 

this is especially the rule where new factories are being _ 

built. They are eager to do all in their power when they | 

are informed of what is required, so that no blame may be 

thrown on them in case of failure. 

I trust that every one attending our meetings will feel 

free to take an active part, especially in the discussions, for 

the very best thoughts are most often awakened and brought 

out in a free open talk. Again thanking you for your kind 

invitation and generous welcome we will now proceed to the 

business of the meeting.
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Annual Address, 

John Luchsinger, President. 

Members of the Southern Wisconsin Cheesemakers’ Asso- 
ciation, Ladies and Gentlemen: 
The time has arrived to open the proceedings and trans- 

act the business of the sixth annual meeting of our associa- 
tion. It is a great satisfaction to see on this first day of our 
meeting such a good attendance of members and others who 
are interested in your business. It is evidence that your ef- 
forts in the past to improve the conditions of your business, 
and of the product you make are watched with eager eyes, 
for in your business the city of Darlington as well as all of 
this section of Wisconsin take a lively interest. Everybody, 
not merely the chea32maker and shipper, is affected by your 
success or failure. When you prosper so does every farmer, 
merchant, mechanic and laborer inthe community. When for 
any reason you fail every other interest suffers loss. One of the 
great objects of your association is to reduce, if not entirely 
wipe out, the chances of disaster from bad workmanship, j 
poor management, and oppressive conditions of every kind. 
What is impossible for any one or two to accomplish may be 
very easily done by an association of bright, earnest and ex- 
pert men. Be it to cause the furnishing of better factories, 
and machinery, the employment of expert cheesemakers, the 
best methods of producing milk and converting it into num- 
ber one cheese, the most improved ways of curing, mar- 
keting and shipping your product and the obtaining of fair and 
reasonable rates of freight from the railroads, in all things 
belonging to your great business your association has been 
a great power for improvement. You have been the means 
of introducing instruction by competent teachers into our 
State Dairy School in the making of Swiss cheese and other 
fancy varieties. You have but to make the request and the 
University sends its most skilled experts to ascertain where- 
in trouble lies. When for any unexplainable cause this or 
that factory is having disastrous losses, the state experts in-
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vestigate the source of trouble and be the fault with the pa- 

tron or his cows, or with the cheesemaker and _ his methods 

it is impartially investigated and exposed, and the remedy _ 

applied. Only by such methods has it been possible to bring | 

the quality of our Swiss cheese especially to the high degree 

of excellence and uniformity which makes it possible to hold | 

and extend the demand for it so that it more than keeps up 

with the increased manufacture. That the percentage On | 

less than first quality of cheese of all kinds made by us has 

grown less and less since this association has existed is a | 

plain fact and each member who has given his best thoughts _ 

and brightest ideas for the benefit all has contributed to 

bring about the great good you have accomplished asa body 

and at the same time has received in return some other good | 

thought and bright idea. Let no one who may be wiser than 

another miserly keep back from his brother his wisdom. 

Whatever he may contribute to better methods is sure to 

benefit himself in the higher reputation and consequent 

better demand and prices of the product of all. 

We have a good program before us which will take up 

fully the time allotted. We have Professors Hastings and | 

Farrington, Messrs. U. S. Baer, Aderhold, and Marty and | 

others whose scientific and practical experiments and work 

has done much throughout our state to bring about the im- — 

proved conditions in our industry. 

We have also the equally useful because strictly practi- | 

cal papers and addresses of our and your best farmers, — 

cheesemakers and dealers. All and each of these men will | 

at the close of their addresses, give attention to andanswerif 

possible any question in the line of their paper, and no in- | 

formation or explanation will be withheld no matter by whom | 

requested. There will be a few papers in German for the 

benefit of those who may have difficulty in fully understand- 

ing English, and discussions in German will also be in order 

on those papers. So let us have open and free discussion on 

what so greatly affects the present and future of this section 

of Wisconsin, and when our sessions close every one who 

has taken part will say as usual, it has done me good to be 

here.
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The Training of the Cheesemaker. 
i By U. S. Baer. 

A complete revolution in cheesemaking has taken place in very recent years. This has been brought about: 1st, by 
introduction of the Babcock test for fat; 2nd, by the Wiscon- sin cured test, teaching a more definite knowledge regarding the various fermentations that so greatly influence milk and its products; 3rd, by the recent experiments in curing cheese 
at low temperatures; 4th, by the requirements of the mar- kets for higher grade of excellence in cheese and the in- creasing public demand for pure, clean dairy products, All this has created a need in Wisconsin for educated cheese- makers; cheesemakers who are not only skilled in their profession over the cheese vat or cheese kettle and in the curing room or curing cellar, but makers of a broader educa- 
tion and caliber, 

One of the greatest needs of the Wisconsin cheese in- dustry is that of trained cheesemakers, capable of teaching the farmers the improved methods of handling stock, what and how to feed that stock with a view of securing economy in the production of milk, perfection in caring for it, and intelligence in marketing it, thus correcting the mistakes, uncleanliness and disorder of careless and incompetent dairy- men. 
We need cheesemakers who can and will take the pains to show the patron that when he delivers tainted or sour milk to the factory it means a direct loss of dollars and cents to him and his neighbors associated with him. The business of cheesemaking, before we can attain the highest degree of Success, needs a higher standard of intelligence among dairy- men regarding the necessity of furnishing good milk in good condition for cheese making purposes. We need to be more careful in keeping our cheess factories and whey tubs in a clean and sweet condition, thereby setting a good example before the patrons. We need better factories, better makers, and higher ideals concerning cleanliness and otherwise good management in the factory. We need a more extensive and 

,
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closer supervision of all factories, so that instead of each 

maker feeling himself independent and unanswerable to no- 

body for the condition and management of his business, 

there shall be a union of feeling between all makers so that 

while each is independent, and striving as best he may to 

excel in his-own factory, yet all are governed by the same 

general principles. 

With regard to makers we find they are growing more j 

teachable and more willing to advance; in fact we are find- 

ing them to be well trained and intelligent, with a large i 

number of factories employing dairy school students who are 

doing themselves and their trainers credit by the work they { 

are turning out. Yet we still find factories to criticise in 

their lack of cleanliness and slack method of keeping curing 

tables clean, and in their manner of looking after the floors, 

windows, walks and more especially the whey tank and 

whey barrels. All these things are the maker’s business, i 

and their neglect scores against his good reputation. 

Every cheesemaker is to a certain extent responsible for 

the condition of his patron’s milk. He should gain their \ 

loyalty, and in order to do this he should be well read and 

should thoroughly understand his profession. He must set 

himself as an example to his patrons by keeping his factory 

and factory surrounding in first-class shape. An up-to-date 

maker will not order the patron who brings a can of tainted 

or dirty milk to the factory to take it back to his hogs, with- 

out first using his brains in trying to educate that patron to 

properly care for his milk. He will tell the patron, as_ well 

as he is able, just what condition his milk is in and how it 

would effect the entire vat or kettle of milk and the product 

obtained from the same. He will explain further, showing 

him how in the end, his pocket book also will be affected. 

He must interest himself in the matter, thereby interest- 

ing the patron, thus assisting him in righting the wrong. 

Where the makers goes at his patrons in this way they 

usually will willingly take back all milk that is unfit to go in- 
to cheese, and the cheesemaker’s reward is sure and his j 

reputation established. It is gratifying to note that the 

greater part of the cheesemakers are of a progressive nature
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and seem to realize the fact that their business is one in which any circumstance tending to throw any additional light upon the work is not to be disregarded. However, we occasionally encounter that maker who has (unfortunately for him) reached the top round of the ladder, that is, he gives you to understand that what he does not know about the business is not of sufficient importance to admit discus- sion. 
Recently I inspected a cheese factory which in its sur- roundings gave the impression that the swine had been mak- ing the pools of whey and slop water underneath the factory floors a sort of headquarters for some time. Filth had ac- cumulated everywhere. The maker immediately began to complain of his milk supply, saying that his patrons did not keep their cans clean and that the milk was very seldom delivered in first-class condition, He gave me to understand that he had made cheese for nearly fourteen years and had learned how to make fine cheese from very bad milk, but he could not accomplish the feat with the rotten stuff such as he had been getting all the fall and winter, 
In order that a maker of this stamp may rightly demand of his patrons that they bring their milk to him in good con- dition, he must first preach by examples. He must show that his factory is well kept in every sense, he must take more care of his personal appearence; wash his face oftener, also his hands and arms; clean his finger nails otherwise than in stirring cheese curds; change his work clothes, which in this particular case were disgustingly filthy. Then he must begin scouring and scalding at his reception porch, not for- getting the weigh can and scales; in fact everything that comes in contact with milk or curd must be thoroughly wash- ed and dressed down with salt or lye. His factory doors, windows, walls, ceilings and floors must be in spotless con- dition. Then he must look after the outside; cleansing out the drain that carries off the water used for washing; clean up the whey tubs inside and out; shut up his neighbor’s hogs; learn to be cleanly, orderly, active, quiet and civil, 
Until he does possess these qualifications he has no just right to ask his patrons to clean up or supply him with good
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milk. He can not expect to have sufficient influence on_ his 
patrons to persuade them that they should bring their milk 
in better condition than they usually do, unless he himself 
practices thorough cleanliness. I know of nothing more in- 
consistent than for a cheesemaker to scold and berate his 
patrons for having dirty milk cans and untidy surroundings, 
when the receiving can and floors of his factory are not 
perfectly clean. The cheesemaker himself should be a living 
example of cleanliness in all his surroundings. Nothing is 
more detrimental to the making of uniformly fine cheese 
than untidy cheese factories. Not only that which is out- 
wardly apparent must be kept tidy, but every corner must 
be kept so, or the flavor of the cheese will tell tales of neg- 
lected corners that the eye does not perceive. 

If the proprietors have good buildings, well fitted up, 
and the makers keep these establishments neat and in first- 
class order, then I assert that the cheesemakes has a just 
right to exact from every patron milk of good quality in 
every respect, and to refuse positively any that is not so. 
By acting differently they are unfair to those patrons who, 
attentive to their duty, bring only good milk, for these are 
made to suffer loss by the careless deeds of others, Milk is 
either good or bad; if it is good accept it and credit the patron 
with full weight; if it is bad, refuse it and do not practice 
the method that some makers follow by accepting more or 
less damaged milk on condition of deducting a certain per- 
centage from its weight. 

I have made use of the foregoing circumstance, not for 
the purpose of venting any ill toward any one, but to show 
forth the narrow minded meanness of those who have ac- 
quired that habit of shifting the responsibility onto others, 
They seem to be incapable of appreciating the noble, praise- 
worthy motive to raise if possible the industry to a higher 
plane of excellence, not for selfish purposes, but for the 
general good of the community and the consuming public at 
large.
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Bovine Tuberculosis and the Public 

Health. 

Address Delivered Before the Lafayette County Medi- 
cal Society By H. E. Scott, M. D., 

of Argyle, Wis. 

I am prompted to present this paper upon the subject of 
bovine tuberculosis because of my interest in it as a local 
health officer, and because I am associated with Dr. Roberts, 
State Veterinarian, Dr. Russell, State Bacteriologist, and 
Prof. Emery of the State Dairy School, in superintending 
the exomination, slaughtering and burial of the largest herd 
of tuberculosis cattle in the state. 

The concensus of opinion of present day authorities is to 
the effect that the tubercular bacilli that effect the human 
system and those attacking domestic animals are identical in 
their growth, developments, the results produced upon tis- 
sues, and in their culture characteristics, To Prof. Koch 
most of our knowledge of tubercle bacillus and tuberculosis is 
due. Briefly, the morphological characteristics of the bacillus 
are: a short, fine rod, often slightly curved, with an average 
length of nearly half the diameter of a red blood corpuscle. 
Staining brings out a beaded appearance which has by some 
been attributed to the presence of spores. The bacillus 
grows on blood sirum, glycerine agar and potato, but most 
readily on blood serum at body temperature. Its growth is 
slow, appearing at about the end of the second week in col- : onies that form thin, grayish white, dry, scale-like, masses , 
on the surface of the medium. Successive inoculations may 
be made from cultures indefinitely and all will be found vir- 
ulent. 

Much discussion was aroused by Kochin his address on 
tuberculosis at the British Congress, when he maintained
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that human and bovine tuberculosis were distinct entities 

and that the human could not be transmitted to cattle. He 

claimed that it was not yet proven that man was susceptible 

to bovine tuberculosis, but that he was nevertheless at lib- 

erty to say that if such a suseptibility really did exist, the 

infection of human being is a very rare occurrence. He em- 

phasized this view in the following manner: ‘“‘I should es- 

timate the extent of infection by the milk and flesh of tu- — 

bercular cattle, and butter made of their milk, as hardly 

greater than that of hereditary transmission, and I therefore 

do not deem it advisable to take any measures against it.” 

Koch based his conclusions upon the failure toproducetuber- | 

culosis in cattle and other domestic animals by inocculating 

them with tubercular material of human origin, and his pro- 

gress in causing progressive and fatal tuberculosis in the 

same kind of animals when inocculated with tubercular ma- | 

terial of bovine origin. Following this announcement ex- i 

periments were made by Hamilton, Smith and the German 7 

tuberculosis commission, and directly opposite results were 

obtained—their experiments proving that tubercle bacilli 

through the human animal affected cattle just as virulently 

as did bovine bacilli. 
Martin experimented by feeding the sputum to six 

calves with the result that two showed no lesions, one 53, 

one 68, and two 13 tubercular nodules in the intestines. Ex- 

periments by Chauveau,are more conclusive; he fed and _in- 

fected three cattle with emulsion made from tuberculous 
human lungs. In this case the different organs of the ani- 

mals were affected and the virulence of all three cases was 
prounounced. The autopsy, made about 57 days after inocu- 

lation, revealed in one case 200 tubercules in the small in- 
testine, also some in the cecum, colon and peritoneum. The 
two retropharyngeal glands were enlarged, and typical tu- 
bercular infiltration was found. At the same time three cat- 
tle were infected in like manner with bovine material, and 

at the autopsy it was impossible to distinguish any difference 

between the animals infected with the human, and those 
treated with bovine material. All were affected, and in all 

the tuberculosis lesions has the same characteristics.
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From these experiments we draw the conclusion that 
human tuberculosis virus acts upon the bovine species ex- 
actly like bovine tuberculosis. Ravenel has recorded three 
cases of veterinarians whose hands were infected with tuber- 
culosis in performing autopsies upon tubercular cattle. Typ- 
ical tubercular nodules developed at the point of infection. 
These were excised and recovery was complete. In the 
fourth case, however, pulmonary tuberculosis developed and 
the patient suecumbed to the disease, 

Another interesting case of primary subcutaneous tuber- 
culosis is that of a little girl, six years of age, who had suf- 
fered from an eruption on the left leg supposed to be due to 
ivy poisoning. This was treated at home by the topical ap- 
lication of cream. When it first came under the care of a 
physician, there was a painless ulser of irregular shape, the 
size of a twenty-five cent piece, on the posterior aspect of the leg, having the characteristic appearance of a tubercular 
ulcer, with reddish tinged borders slightly overhanging the 
fioor which was covered with the granulations and sero-pus, 
There were also a dozen light, mahogany colored spots con- fined to the calf of the leg and the lower third of the thigh, varying from the size of a hazel nut to half the size of a 
walnut, and containing masses of caseous material. The cow from which the cream was taken was examined and the udder seemed normal; yet inguinal and intraperitoneal inocu- lation of two rabbits with a mixture of this milk and cream gave positive results of both inginuinal inoculations and one peritoneal. The caseous material from the nodules of the girl’s leg, injected into the peritoneum of a rabbit, produced tuberculous peritonitis and death in three weeks, 

Infection through milk. One of the many interesting cases, and the only one which I will cite, is that reported by Oliver: Twelve girls contracted tuberculosis at a boarding school; of these three died. From the fact that the sick and deceased girls were decended from healthy ancestors, and without question showed the phenomena of intestinal tuber- culosis there was a suspicion of infection due to the food. Full confirmation of this suspicion was found after the slaughter of a cow which for a year had served as a source
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of milk supply for the school. The cow had extensive tuber- 
culosis of the intestines and udder. 

In tuberculin we have found an unfailing means in 
diagnosing tuberculosis in cattle. Tuberculin is prepared by 
sterilizing, filtering and concentrating the liquids in which 
the tubercle baccillus has been allowed to vegetate. This 
substance has the effect, when injected into tissues of tuber- 
cular animal, of causing a decided rise of temperature, while 
it has no effect on animals free from the disease. 

In testing a suspected animal the temperature is at first 
taken at intervals of about two hours, and a sufficient number 
of times to establish the normal temperature of the body un- 
der ordinary conditions of life. The proper dose of tuberculin 

about 2 cc., is then injected underneath the skin with a 
hyperdermic syringe. In tubercular cattle elevation of tem- 

perature is generally detected in from five and one-half to six 

hours after the injection, and reaches it greatest height from 

the sixteenth to the twentieth hour, then gradually subsides, 
reaching normal again by the twenty-eight hour. During 

the first of May a herd of seventy-two cattle in the town of 
- Argyle were tested with tuberculin; in 69 of 72 a decided re- 

action was obtained. The state authorities demanded and 
conducted the destruction of these 69 head, and a complete 
autopsy was performed on each and every animal. Lesions 
of various degrees were found. In only one case which re- 
acted to tuberculin no microscopical lesion was found, in 
others only the peribronchial glands were involved, but in 
some abscesses were found in the lungs, liver and stomach, 

_ vary from the size of a pea to that of a large potato. These 
organs as well as the intestines, peritoneum, and bladder 
were studded with the characteristics nodules of the disease, 
In most cases ulceration of the udder and mammary glands 
were found. At the same time twelve calves were slaughter- 
ed, varying in age from a few days to three months. In 
eleven of these no lesion were found and these were allowed 
to be shipped and used as food. This incident goes to show 
that the desease is not hereditary, but that the predisposi- 
tion may be. In the twelfth and oldest calf which was 
suckled the longest by the mother, lesions were found in the
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stomach, intestines and mesenteric glands, and this shows 
conclusively that the milk is the richest source of infec- 
tion. After the burial of these cattle the premises were 
thoroughly disinfected by the removal of all debris, and by 
spraying the barn with a carbolic mixture—one gallon of the 
crude acid to a barrel of water—and whitewashing the 
interior of the barn. 

In closing I would formulate the following conclusion: 
First, that human and bovine tuberculosis are identical, 

are caused by the same germ, and are intercommunicable. 
Second, that the desease may be contracted in three 

ways, ingestion of food, inoculation and inhalation. 
Third, that the greatest danger to the human being is 

the consumption of infected milk. 
The medical and veterinary professions have approached 

the problem of the relation of bovine tuberculosis to the 
public health with equal zeal, and much has come to light 
within recent years that enables them—at least, in a mea- 

, sure—to protect the human race, and it should be the urgent 
duty of authorities, owners and consumers, to join the medi- 
cal and veterinary professions in their fight against the 
ravages of this disease.
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What Is Lawful Milk. | 

E. L. Aderhold, President Wisconsin Cheesemakers’ 

Association. 

UNCLEAN AND UNSANITARY MILK. 

Penalty for. [Section 4607, Statutes of 1898, as amend- 

ed by ch. 138, laws of 1905.] Any person who shall sell or offer 

for sale, furnish or deliver, or have in his possession with 

intent to sell or offer for sale or furnish or deliver to any 

creamery, cheese factory, corporation or person, any adulter- 

ated milk or any adulterated cream shall be guilty of a mis- — 

demeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by | 

a fine of not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than one 

hundred dollars or be imprisoned in the county jail not less 

than thirty days nor more than sixty days. 
Standard for pure; evidence. [Section 4607a, Statutes _ 

of 1898, as amended by ch. 188, laws of 1905.] In all prose- | 

cutions under the preceding section, or any other section of — 

these statutes, or laws amendatory thereof or supplementary — 

thereto, relating to the sale of adulterated milk or adulterat- 

edcream, the term adulterated milk shall mean: Milk con- 
taining less than three percentum of milk fat, or milk con- 

taining less than eight and one-half percentum of milk solids 

not fat, or milk drawn from cows within eight days before 

or four days after parturition, or milk from which any part 

of the cream has been removed, or milk which has been 
diluted with water or any other fluid, or milk to which has 

been added or into which has_ been introduced any coloring 

matter or chemical or preservative or deleterious or filthy sub- 
stance or any foreign substance whatsoever, or milk drawn 
from cows kept in a filthy or unhealthy condition, or milk 

drawn from any sick or diseased cow or cow having ulcers 

or other running sores, or milk drawn from cows fed un- 

wholesome food, or milk in any stage of putrefaction, or
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milk contaminated by being kept in stables containing cattle 
or other animals. The term adulterated cream shall mean 
cream containing less than eighteen percentum of milk fat, 
or cream taken from milk drawn from cows within eight 
days before or four days after parturition, or cream from 
milk to which has been added or introduced any coloring 
matter or chemical or preservative or deleterious or filthy 
substance or any form substance whatsoever, or 
cream from milk drawn from cows kept in a 
filthy or unhealthy condition, or cream from milk 
drawn from any sick or diseased cow or cow having ulcers 
or other running sores, or cream from milk drawn from cows 
fed unwholesome food, or cream contaminated by being kept 
in stables containing cattle or other animals, or cream to which 
has been added or into which has been introduced any color- 
ing matter or chemical or preservative or deleterious or filthy 
substance or any foreign substance whatsoever, or cream in 
any stage of putrefaction; provided, that nothing in this act 
shall be construed to prohibit the sale of pasteurized milk or 
cream to which viscogen or sucrate of lime has been added 
solely for the purpose of restoring the viscosity, if the same 
be distinctly labeled in such manner as to advise the pur- 
chaser of its true character; and providing that nothing in 
this act shall be construed as prohibiting the sale of milk 
commonly known as “‘skimmed milk,’ when the same is sold 
as and for “‘skimmed milk.’’ Milk drawn from cows within 
eight days before or four days after parturition, or milk to 
which has been added or into which has been introduced any 
coloring matter or chemical or preservatiye or deleterious or 
filthy substance or milk drawn from cows kept in a filthy 
or unclean condition, or milk drawn fromany sick or diseased 
cow or cow having ulcers or other running sores, or milk 
drawn from cows fed unwholesome food, or milk contami- 
nated by being kept in stables containing cattle or other 
animals and cream from any such milk, or cream in any 
Stage of putrefaction are hereby declared to be unclean and 
unsanitary milk or unclean and unsanitary cream, as the 
case may be. 

Unclean and unsanitary milk. [Section 1, chapter 67,
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laws of 1908.] Milk which shall be drawn from cows that 

are kept in barns or stables which are not well lighted and 

ventilated or that are filthy from an accumulation of animal 

refuse or from any other cause, or from cows which are them- 

selves in a filthy condition, and milk in or from cans or other 

utensils that are not kept in a clean and sanitary condition, or 

milk to which has been added any unclean or unsanitary form 

substance, is hereby declared to be unclean and unsanitary 

milk; provided, that nothing in this act shall be consrued to 

prohibit the sale of pasteurized milk or cream to which vis- 

cogen or sucrate of lime has been added solely forthe pur- 

pose of restoring the viscosity, if the same be distinctly 

labeled in such manner as to advise the purchaser of itstrue | 

character. 

Sale of. [Section 2, chapter 67, laws of 1903.] No 

person, firm or corporation shall knowingly offer or expose 

for sale, or sell, or deliver for sale or consumption, or to any 

creamery or cheese factory or milk condensing factory, or — 

have in his possession with intent to sell any unclean or un- 

sanitary milk. 

Manufacture of food from. [Section 8, chapter 67, 

laws of 1908.] No person, firm or corporation shall know- 

ingly manufacture for sale any article of food from unclean 

or unsanitary milk or from cream from the same. 

Premises and utensils to be kept clean. [Section 4, 

chapter 67, laws of 1903.] All premises and utensils employ- 

ed for the manufacture or sale or offering for sale of food 

products from milk or cream from the same which shall not 

be kept in clean and good sanitary condition are hereby 

declared to be unclean and unsanitary. Any milk dealer or 

any person, firmor corporation furnishing milk or cream to 

such dealer, or the employe of such person, firm or corpora- 

tion, who operates a creamery, cheese factory or milk con- 

densing factory, or manufactures, reworks or packs butter 

for sale as a food product, shall maintain his premises and 

utensils ina clean and sanitary condition. 

Cans, bottles or vessels to be washed. [Section 5, chap- 
ter 67, laws of 1903]. Any person, firm or corporation, who
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receives any milk or cream in cans, bottles or vessels, which has 
be transported over any railroad,’ or boat line, where such 
cans, bottles or vessels are to be returned, shall cause the said 
cans, bottles or vessels to be emptied before the said milk or 
cream contained therein shall become sour, and shall cause 
said cans, bottles and vessels to be immediately washed and 
thoroughly cleansed and aired. 

Penalty for violating either of the preceding five sec- 
tions. [Section 6, chapter 67, laws of 1908, as amended by 
ch. 154, laws of 1905.] Whoever violates any provision of 
this act shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine 
of not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than one 
hundred dollars for each and every offense, or shall be im- 
prisoned in the county jail not less than thirty days nor more 
than sixty days.
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Cheese Industry and the Farm. 

By Col. G. W. Stevenson. 

What I shall say on this occasion will be from the stand- 

point of a farmer who has been engaged in general farm- 

ing for some thirty years and knows the ups and downs as 

they occur to the man who has raised grain and stock for the 

general market. 

For many years after the Civil war the masses emigrated 

to the western states and territories and: opened the fertile 

western lands and become competitors to all who were ' 

engaged in the same industry nearer to the markets. 

The results were such that for a long period of time farm- 

ing was up-hill work and unprofitable. This depression 

caused the farmer to look for some avenue of escape from | 

this western competition and over production; some change | 

by which he could make his farm more profitable. 

Creameries came into existence and were located in 

various localities of our state and the farmer looked favor- | 

ably upon the scheme and stocked his farm with cows and | 

patronized the creameries; the result was amovein the right 

direction, still the Mecca was not found. He had by this | 

move taken himself out of the close competition of the west- 

ern cheap lands, where corn could so easily be raised as to 

become cheaper for fuel than wood or coal, and a steer could 

be placed on the market for one-half the cost of production 

here, This competition put us out of the steer trade and 

for a time long held us down to the scratch line and our 

lands remained at a low value, but the farmer who kept 

cows and sold to the creameries, although receiving an un- 

fair dividend for his capital and labor, was doing better, 

even handicapped as he was in the one-sided deal, than he 

could have done in the old way. He could feed the by-pro- 

duct to his pigs and make pork quicker and cheaper than by 

the old method. He could carry more stock on his farm, 

have more to return to his land and of better quality, So 

he was building up his farm in fertility instead of shipping 

it to Chicago.
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The value of land has not disturbed his Rip Van Winkle 
sleep; he was only dreaming how he could make the old 
farm pay, that he might some day drive his bay colts to 
town in a rig as fine as the man in the city who had loaned 
him money for the past ten years. 

In changes and evolutions of farming came the cheese fac- 
tory. It heralded its coming ina way that there could be no 
mistake, If it was not visible to the eye, its malodorous 
odor proclaimed its presence. The farmer looked askance at 
the new order of things with fear and doubt, as to the feasi- 
bility of tackling an institution that appealed so strong and 
forcibly to his olfactories. The buyer of milk was on hand 
with his speech not unlike the book peddler or apple tree 
friend, and soon struck up a deal with the reluctant farmer 
at a range of price of about 50 to 60 cents per hundred 
pounds for his milk. ‘It was a trial trade only.”” The 
buyer of milk of all the first factories started had full con- 
trol of the entire business and made most of the money in 
the enterpise. 

A little schooling however, in the dairy business put the 
farmer in a position to see the importance of managing his 
own affairs, and now the business is rapidly falling into the 
hands of the patrons interested, where it justly belongs. In 
this section the industry found a footing in the eastern part 
of Lafayette county. It has grown rapidly and is now the 
chief and most important branch of farming. It has spread 
slowly westward until the county is well represented in the 
western half. It has and is now, a boom to the poor man, it 
has given employment to the laborer, has increased the rail- 
road traffic, has added business to the city and has furnished 
ready money to pay the way of all who are engaged in the 
cheese industry. 

Our section of the country is well adapted to the manufac- 
ure of Swiss cheese; it is the home of the blue grass and 
white clover, it is watered by the two Pecatonica rivers and 
clear cold springs of lime water abound and streams of living 
water are found meandering over pebbly beds and through 
green pastures making it the ideal dairy section of the west. 

From evidence and experience before us at the present 
time we can form no other opinion as to the cause of the
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great advance in land values, unless it is the dairy business. 

Merchants no longer carry the farmer a_ year on his books. 

The dairy industry furnishes the farmer with ready cash. 
The farms by reason of this cheese industry have become 

more fertile thereby giving the farmer more to sell, whereby 

he can improve his surroundings. The long wished for car- 

riage is in his possession and he drives to town and is the 

peer of the best. This and more the dairy business has done 
for Lafayette county. 

Although I have been a patron of a cheese factory for 

some years I shall not attempt to discuss its management 

here farther than to say, that the first and most important 
factor to success is the cheesemaker. If he fails to be skill- 
ed in the art of making and curing his product he can do 

youa great damage. Your season’s profit may be swept 

away by his imperfect knowledge or his neglect in curing and 
caring for the cheese on the shelves. L 

Maintaining a proper temperature of the cellar is import- 
ant and requires diligent supervision. A want of interest in 
the welfare of the patrons is often costly to those interested. 

Mice often make a lodgment in the cellar and damage is 
done and a loss in price of the goods is the result. This pest 
should be carefully excluded. 

Buyers often come to your factory, examine and run the 
trier into the cheese to note the quality without any inten- 
tion of buying. This is a practice that should not be tolerat- 
ed in a well regulated factory. Cheese on the shelves should 
in no case be mutilated until a grade price is determined be- 
tween a buyer and seller. Then is the time to examine and 
try the quality of the goods. If this rule is adhered toa 
leak in the business would be stopped. 

Bad or impure miik should in no case be accepted or milk 
from dirty, unsanitry cans taken at a factory. This duty of 
determining the quality of milk is in the hands of the cheese- 
maker and if he neglects to perform this important duty he 
is not competent to handle a cheese factory so as to return a 
profit to the company. 

. The building and surroundings andthe cellar should be 
kept clean and sanitary. Disposal of the whey must be
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managed so as to avoid bad odors. This the cheesemaker 
should control. Your cheesemaker should be regarded as a 
partner in everything pertaining to the business. He then 
will take an interest in the welfare of every patron and will 
do his best to turn out a good quality of goods that will sell 
at the top price. While he is making money for the com- » 
pany he is establishing a reputation which means money to - 
him. Comfortable quarters should be provided, good wood 
furnished and the contract on the part of the company should 
be honestly and cheerfully performed. Then the cheese- 
maker can be held responsible for a violation of his part of 
the contract and trouble avoided which to often occurs in the 
cheesemaking business. 

Handling and care of the dairy herd is just as important 
as making and caring for the cheese, Bad feed and stagnant 
water can produce only unwholesome milk and if the proper 
precautions in this respect are not taken with the dairy herd 
a loss is sure to result and is too often charged to the un- 
offending cheesemaker. Regular hours to feed and milk can 
not be neglected without loss in production and can not be 

‘recovered even if the change in time is but for a single day. 
On my farm I use no stanchions; I stand my cows installs 

and tie with chains. The driveways are cemented and the 
cows stand on a plank floor raised about two inches above 
the level and are liberally bedded with straw which serves a 
two-fold purpose. It makes the herd comfortable and clean 
and absorbs the liquid waste and can be returned to the land. 

I have no desire to inflict my methods of handling a dairy 
herd on others and have only briefly stated my way on some 
of the many points of the business connected with the cheese 
industry. With a careful study of a system of management 
of the dairy herd—their feed, the ventilation of the barn 
and the sanitary conditions of everything pertaining to the 
business marks the high way to success and whoever violates 
these general principles invites failure and disaster in the 
dairy industry. 

Much as we have gained by this new method of farming, 
we hope to gain through the deliberation of this convention 
composed of a class of gentlemen who have given the sub-
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ject much study of scientific knowledge and culture, whom 
we trust may illucidate and make clear and comprehensive 
the correct mode of managing and working the cheese fac- 
tories of our country so as to bring profit to its patrons, the 
country and state at large. 

I trust I voice the sentiments of the farming masses when 
I say our state has done nobly in advancing the interests of 
of the farming public. The institutes and dairy centers are 
laboring to spread the gospel of better methods, instilling 
in the minds of our farmers principles, which are of untold 
value, educating and sending out our young men equipped 
for the stern duties of an agricultural career. 

Gentlemen—We hope your coming and presence here may 
be fraught with success. And the impressions left at the 
close of this convention may bear fruit and that we can say 
that you have given us a better and clearer understanding 
of the great cheese problem, its failures, its needs, and its 
possibilities. That as farmers and dairymen we can work 
and labor more intelligently by reason of this exchange of 
views on an industry that inmy opinion is the keynote of 
success of our farming public.
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Swiss Cheese Making. 

Fred Marty 

Deputy Dairy and Food Commissioner 

Swiss cheese making is the title of the subject assigned 
to me by your worthy secretary. A book perhaps could be 
written if we were to go into every particular detail of the 
manufacturing process of Swiss cheese. I am, however, only 
going to touch upon some of the effective wants and needs 
which we are today contemplating, and how these may be 
overcome. 

Let us first consider of what value this foreign cheese 
industry is to our state. It means that southwestern Wis- 
consin is chiefly depending upon this industry; its yearly pro- 
duction consists of over 20,000,000 Ibs. or $2,000,000 worth of 
foreign cheese. Our cheese finds a constant market, and an 
Ideal Drum Swiss cheese is desired by the dealers and shows 
evidence that we are in need of a Fancy Swiss cheese, since 
there are annually over 85,000 ewt. Fancy Swiss cheese im- 
ported. 

This cheese is of a fancy brand, but if we were to trace 
it back to its manufacturing point, we would find a cheese 
factory with a valuation of from $10,000 to $15,000, equip- 
ed with all the modern improvements. It is evident that 
many of our best cheese makers cannot manage their work 
in a satisfactory manner, due to the ineffective and poorly 
constructed buildings. After three years of study and in- 
spection of the foreign cheese section, convinces me of the 
lack of equipment, and the necessity of putting forth every 
energy to improve conditions in this line of our industry. It 
is my desire to impress upon your minds this particular 
branch of cheese making. 

The foreign cheese, including Swiss, Block, Brick and 
Limburger,’ is known as a sweet curd cheese, entirely de- 
pending upon the condition of the milk. The milk for a Swiss 
cheese dares not exceed over 12 per cent acidity in order 
not to destroy that characteristic nature of developing
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the eye or holes in a Swiss cheese due to breaking down of 

milk sugar. The milk for Brick and Limburger cheese may 

contain a higher per cent of lactic ferment, but if over-ripe 

milk is used for either Swiss, Brick or Limburger, it will 

cause, when cured, a pinhole cheese in Swiss, and a sour 

cheese in Brick and Limburger, due to the large amount’of 

moisture contained. A gassy milk is beyond control for either 

kind in our present method of manufacturing, yet many of 

the faults of our cheese may be traced back to poorly equip- 

ped factories and factory equipment. 

It will be seen, therefore, that the lack of a Fancy Swiss 

cheese lies greatly in our poorly constructed factories. It 

has been shown that in the modern constructed factories 

where skillful methods can be employed, a very rare Fancy 

Quality is manufactured. 

However, many faults I have observed are duetothe | 

maker who has not yet became master of the art. The 

manufacturer of Swiss cheese requires skill, judgment, yes | 

years of practical experience, for an ideal Swiss cheese has 

many details, and is made up very defective under different 

temperatures in the curing process,—I mean to say itisso | 

under our present conditions; we have no guide to go by as 

you Cheddar cheesemakers have. Many of these defects — 

could be overcome by the use of the rennet and acid tests, 

to determine the ripeness of the milk, thus doing away with | 

the home made rennet which is so uniform in its strength. | 

The application of these tests would aid us in making a more 

uniform cheese, and if we can determine the point to which 

our milk should be ripened, a commercial rennet extract can 

be used. i 

This particular point of getting ways and means of con- 

trolling the ripeness of the milk and strength of the rennet 

at the time of setting the milk, would undoubtedly be a 

great aid to us. 

The application of scientific tests along these lines has, 

in the manufacture of Cheddar cheese, worked wonders, and 

I am at a loss to see why the results would not be the same 

in our branch of manufacturing. But I think I am safe to 

say that it is evident that the question of ripening the milk
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for Swiss cheese, will in time, belong to the past. It is evi- 

dent that we are depending upon lactic ferment; the skilled 
judgment which is the secret of our maker, to obtain a uni- 
form quality of cheese, will then be overcome. This would 
be a guide to the beginner and would not require years of 
practical experience to become master of this particular 
point. I do not mean that the milk for a Swiss cheese must 
be ripened to a comparative point as the milk for a Cheddar 
cheese, but it is evident thata large per cent of the Swiss 
cheese which is made in this state is classed as No. 2 cheese 
for the very reason that the milk from which these partic- 
ular cheese were made did not contain sufficient lactic fer- 
ment to produce the proper fermentation necessary to 
develop the eye, or hole. The milk for a Swiss cheese is 
hauled two miles and immediately after drawn from the 
cows. This will not allow the lactic fermentation to develop 
toa high point; but itis evident that the ripeness of the 
milk in a period of six months will be influenced by the 
temperature of the atmosphere. I earnestly trust that this 
particular point will be considered by the authority of our 
station, and an experiment carried out in the regular factory 
plants, say one factory and location on high land, and one in 
low lands, where a record of each making should be carried 
out by the aid of a rennet test and acidity test, whereby 
each cheese could be compared by the record of manufactur- 
ing, and its final results. 

I am much pleased to state that the condition of our 
factories are much improved, and strong efforts are being 
made to overcome that architectural plan of a Swiss cheese 
factory which was constructed so extravagently of four 
posts and a roof. Let it be understood that we are not living 
in the time of our grandfathers; our circumstances today de- 
mand us to keep step with the times. The financial stand- 
ing of our patrons today are not such that they can not com- 
ply with the state laws in maintaining a sanitary factory 
that would assure them higher returns of their product. 

The map, showing the distribution of creameries and 
cheese factories will serve to show you that the cheese fac- 
tories in our section have not only been drilled in one way, but
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sowed down in full measure. These types of cheese fac- 

tories are, with few exceptions practically of the same type, 

consisting of only from one to two curing rooms, which are 

in length 20 feet too short and in width 6 feet too narrow. It 

will not until then be under the Swiss cheese maker’s control 

to guide the fermentation process of a Swiss cheese when 

three curing rooms are provided. Say, one room for salt 

brine tank and young cheese, second fermentation room with 

controlling heat temperature, third, storage room of some- 

what natural lower temperature. This would greatly be 

appreciated by the skillful Swiss cheese maker which would 

give him control of the fermentation process, where at the 

present construction of a Swiss cheese factory of only from 

one to two curing rooms the cheese maker and the cheese is 

at the mercy of the surrounding temperature. Under natural 

condition the fermentations in a Swiss cheese varies greatly 

and can only be controlled where the cheese is placed under | 

different temperature. 

Let us hope that this particular point may be considered 

as many other improvements which has been accomplished 

by the co-operative efforts of the Dairy and Food com- 

mission and by those who have this industry at heart.
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Some of the Causes of Inferior Cheese. 

Prof. E. G. Hastings, Madison. 

A considerable portion of the Swiss cheese made in our . 
state each year is of inferior quality, due to abnormal fer- 
mentations. Through this cheese which must be classed as 
No. 2 or worse a large financial loss is placed upon those 
engaged in the production of milk and in the manufacture 
and handling of the cheese. This loss which can only be 
measured in thousands of dollars each year can in large part 
be prevented, if patron maker and dealer will make use of our 
present knowledge in regard to the production and handling 
of the milk and to the manufacture and curing of the pro- 
duct. In other words a part of the causes of inferior cheese 
can be overcome, can be removed, while another portion is 
undoubtedly beyond our means of control for our present 
knowledge in regard to these fermentations is far from com- 
plete, and until we know the cause of any trouble its preven- 
tion is well nigh impossible. 

Of course, these causes of inferior and gassy cheese that 
canbe prevented are the ones of greatest interest to us until 
we overcome those that can be overcome there is no use of 
worrying about those concerning which nothing is known, 
So today I simply wish to bring before you, very briefly, 
some of these preventable troubles that worry the cheese 
maker, and cause finanical loss to the patron. 

That the loss falls upon the patron is a point that should 
be emphasized, for until the patron can be made to see this 
clearly changes in the manner of producing and handling of 
milk which will be slow in appearing. Ina large number of the 
factories of the district the milk is purchased at a definite 
price for the season. As soon as the milk passes the weigh- 
can the farmer thinks it is no longer of interest to him. The 
milk has been accepted, he will receive his money therefor, 
why should he be interested. This is the thought that passes 
through the mind of the farmer. Nothing can be more 
false than this for it is clear to everyone that the price of
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milk depends upon the price of cheese, the price of cheese 

upon the demand, the demand in large part upon the quality 

of the cheese, the better the cheese the more will be used, 

and this finally reacts upon the patron in the shape of more 

dollars for a given quantity of milk. Again when contracts 

are made for the purchase of milk the buyer consciously or 

unconsciously, takes into account the losses he is likely to 

suffer through poor milk. If his experience with a certain 

set of patrons has been good, if he has been able tomake 

from their milk a fine product, through a number of years, 

he will be willing to give more than if he had found that 

from the milk furnished, he was unable to make a No. 1 pro- 

duct constantly. This point cannot be discussed here more 

in detail, but it is evident to any one who gives it a 

moment’s thought that all losses ultimately fall upon the 

farmer, hence it is of importance to him to produce the best | 

milk possible whatever may be the way in which he is sell- 

ing it, by contract or otherwise. | 

Two things go into the kettle of the Swiss cheese maker, 

milk and rennet. The kind of cheese obtained will depend | 

almost wholly upon the quality of the milk andrennet, 

always admitting that the cheese maker is a man of ex- 

perience, and makes and cures the cheese with intelligence 

and judgment. If the milk is poor the cheese is sure to be 

poor and the same is true of the rennet; poor spoiled rennet, 

inferior cheese. 

For the way in which these raw products are produced 

and handled must be sought the causes of gassy cheese. it 

is often asserted by Swiss cheese makers that milk from 

cows suffering from udder troubles, inflammation of the 

udder, garget, etc., is often the cause of bloated cheese. 

undoubtedly this is true, for a number of the organisms 

causing inflammation are known to produce gassy fermenta- 

tions. Such milk should be excluded from the supply for it 

is the product of a diseased udder, and as such is not to be 

looked upon as healthful food. Again it is believed that 

milk from cows suffering from digestive troubles is likely to 

cause gassy cheese, that sudden changes of feed from dry 

feed to pasture, spoiled feeds, are likewise often a source of
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trouble. This unuoubtedly has a basis of truth for unwel- 
come as it may be to us, a large part of the bacteria that 
gain entrance to the milk come from the manure, even under 
summer conditions. With sudden changes of feed, with 
digestive troubles, come a change in the kind of bacterial 
lifein the manure, and the result is often a gassy milk. The 
remedy here is not exclusion of the milk from the supply, 
but greater care in feeding, greater cleanliness in the pro- 
duction of the milk. The farmer should remember that he 
is the loser, and should use all care in the production of the 
milk. 

While undoubtedly some ofthe gassy fermentations are 
due to milk drawn from cows whose udders are in an in- 
flamed condition, that still others are due to the gas-forming 
bacteria that gain entrance from the manure, the great 
source of these obnoxious forms is to be sought elsewhere, 
It is to be found in certain practices common to the Swiss 
industry, namely in the method of preparing the whey 
rennet, and in the method of whey disposal. 

The whey is returned to the farms in the same cans in 
which the milk is brought to the factory. On account of 
careless cleaning of the cans on the farms the milk is con- 
taminated with the bacteriec found in the whey. Even 
under the best conditions on the farm it is impossible to 
wash the cans so that a considerable number of germs will 
not find their way from the whey to the milk and where the 
washing is done in a careless manner the danger is greatly 
multiplied. Hence the condition of the whey, the kind of 
bacteria found in it is of great importance from the stand 
point of contamination of the milk supply. The condition 
of the whey depends largely upon the treatment it receives 
at the factory for the purpose of recovery of the butter fat. 

A brief discussion of the present methods of recovering 
the butter fat is important in this connection, The hot pro- 
cess, formerly more used than now, is undoubtedly the best 
from the stand point of the contamination of the milk. The 
heating of the whey to the scalding point effectually pasteu- 
rizes it, the placing of this hot whey in the barrels or tank 
is equivalent to a scalding out of the same twice a day. Since
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this whey is but 8-10 hours old when it is returned to the 
farms it has but little opportunity to be the seat of injurious 

fermentations, hence even though it is taken back to the 

farm in the milk cans it is not likely to contaminate them to 

any serious degree. Thus from the standpoint of milk con- 

tamination this process is far superior to any other, and it is 

to be regretted than on account of expense and the demands 

made upon the time of the maker, it has fallen into dis- 

repute. The “‘cold process,’’ the setting of the whey in 
tanks for 24 hours for the cream to rise is very bad from the 

stand point of the milk. For in order to have the acid fer- 

mentation necessary for the complete separation of the fat, 

it is essential that a small portion of the previous whey to be 

left in the tank, hence in practice the tanks are never clean- 
ed out, often times during an entire season. If an abnormal 

ferm ntation becomes established in these tanks, it is pro- 
pogated from day to day. The whey is, after remaining in 
the tanks 24 hours, and in an advanced state of fermenta- 
tion, returned to the farms in the milk cans. The germs in 
the whey thus gain entrance to the milk and the cheese and a 
gassy product is often the result. In some factories where 
there has been trouble efforts have been made to remedy 

matters by the installation of a whey tank instead of the 

separate barrels. It is clear to any one who stops to think 

for a moment that such a move as this is absolutely without 

excuse of the cold processes of recovering the fat is used, 

for the whey as it comes from the tanks inside the factory 
is as bad as it can be, and a little additional contamination 
from unclean barrels can do it no farther injury. If tanks 

which are not cleaned out from one season’s end to another 
are used inside the factory do not think you can overcome 

trouble by putting in a tank instead of barrels outside. 
In many of the more progressive factories separators are 

being introduced for the recovery of the fat. There is an 
element of danger here for the maker having recovered all 

he can from the whey loses interest in it, and is likely to be 
neglectful of the conditions under which it is stored for the 
8-10 hours before it is returned to the farms. If placed in 
dirty tanks or barrels this warm whey will be far advanced
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in fermentation by the time it is carried back to the farm 
and may be almost as dangerous to the milk as that where 
the whey is set for 24 hours. 

If dangerous organisms gain entrance to whey tanks or 
barrels and there set up their specific fermentations, there 
is a constant source of infection for the milk, through the 
milk cans, hence the fermentation is carried on from day to 
day. 

With any method of recovery of the butter fat from the 
whey there is more or less danger. The only way in which 
it is possible to avoid danger from the whey is to use a 
separate set of containers for this by-product, the milk can 
to be used for milk alone. There is no valid objection 
against this plan for the milk furnished to the Swiss fac- 
tories is drawn from a limited territory, each farmer draw- 
ing his own, the extra can needed for the whey can be easily 
carried, in the case of Cheddar factories where the milk is 
hauled in large loads to the factory the carrying of an extra 
set of cans would be a great inconvenience, but not so under 
the conditions obtaining in the Swiss district. If the patron 
can only be made to see the great financial loss he is bring- 
ing upon himlsef through this method of handling the whey, 
it is certain that a reformation would come and that at once, 
The makers are a unit in favor of this plan and it is their 
duty to educate their patrons until it shall be evident to the 
patrons that the carrying of whey in milk cans is a constant 
source of loss to them. 

The sources of infection discussed have been those over 
which the farmer has immediate control. The farmer is not 
the only one that employs methods that are likely to cause 
gassy cheese. The maker is often at fault. One frequent 
source of trouble is the whey rennet. It is desirable that 
this represent, as far as possible, a pure culture of the lactic 
acid organisms. These are absolutely essential for the pro- 
duction of a typical Swiss cheese. The milk asit reaches the 
factory contains but few of this type, and the rennet 
furnishes the necessary supply. It is for this reason that 
rennet extract cannot be successfully used in the making of 
Swiss cheese. If the lactic acid organisms are supplanted
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by gas producing bacteria, as frequently happens, the re- 
sults are sure to be disastrous to the cheese. The injurious 
organisms may come from the dried rennets, or from the 
milk which has been contaminated from the whey. When 
the fermentation is once started in the rennet jars, it is 
likely to persist for the whey taken from the kettle is used 
in preparing the next day’s rennet and further more, the 
jars even though well washed will retain enough germs to 
start the fermentation afresh in the raw rennet. A fermen- 
tation that is likely to occur in the rennet is such a one as 
has been described in Bull. 128 of the Wis. Exp. Sta., the 
causal organism being a yeast that ferments milk-sugar. 
This organism finds favorable conditions for growth in the 
whey tanks, where the whey is set for the fat to rise. From 
here it gains access to the rennet jars through the medium 
of utensils used about the factory, and through the milk 
supply. In several instances, beside the one described in the 
bulletin mentioned above, several outbreaks of gassy cheese 
due to bacteria fermenting yeasts have come tothe writer’s ’ 
attention. In these the fault seemed to lie in the rennet 
solution, for a change to rennet extract at once caused the | 
trouble to disappear. The rennet solution is more frequently 
at fault than is usually supposed. Investigation made by 
Von Freudenreich and others in Switzerland have shown that 
in a number of outbreaks of gassy cheese the trouble was 
due to the poor quality of the rennet solution. 

The cheese maker should constantly test his rennet as to 
the presence of gas forming organisms. This can be easily 
done by the use of the ‘‘gas-probe’’ as employed by the 
maker in testing the patrons’ milk. Two tubes should be 
filled with milk; to one tube should be added a few drops of 
the whey rennet, to the other nothing, if the tube to which 
the rennet has been added shows a gassy curd, and the con- 
trol tube a good curd it isevident that the rennet is at fault. , 
If both show gas, of course no conclusion can be drawn, and 
another test must be made, with a good sample of milk. 
The testing of the whey rennet should be a regular pro- 
ceedure in the work of the inspectors in aiding them in 
locating the source of troubles in the factories.
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If the patrons will do their share in the production of a 

good quality of milk by rejection of all milk coming from 

animals which show any sign of udder troubles, by intelli- 

gent handling and feeding of the animals and by the use of 

separate cans for the carrying of whey to the farms, if the 

maker will pay as much attention to the way in which he 

prepares his rennet, as he does to the making and curing of 

the cheese, it is certain that gassy fermentations will be 

much lessened, that the strained relations that are to be 

found between patron and maker in so many of our fac- 

tories will not exist, and that both will have a pocketbook 

that is ‘‘huffed’’ instead of the cheese.
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How to Produce Milk at a Profit. 

Orville Benedict, Darlington. 

As far as I know there is no royal road to success in the 
dairy business, The milking machine is not yet in general 
use. In studing the cow census, taken in the several states 
we find in many instances the returns from the factory fall 
below the estimated cost of production. Something is wrong. 
Unless we, or dairymen, can market the products of our 
farms through our dairy cows, at the market price of these 
products, we had better quit the business. 

We need to study all the details of the dairy carefully. 
lst. We need a machine working for us, which will re- 

turn the largest amount of milk and cheese for the food con- 
sumed. 

We can buy a Deering binder or a McCormick mower 
with our eyes shut, and be reasonably sure that these ma- : 
chines will do as good work for us, as other machines of the 
same kind. With the dairy cow it is different, She may 
have the same form as her sister, she may have the same 
color and general appearance, but her ability to be an 
economical producer may be entirely lacking. This isan un- 
seen power, and no man can judge the dairy cow accurately, 
only by the use of the scales and Babcock test. : 

Weigh the milk from each cow. If you do not care to 
weigh each day weigh one day ina week. At the end of 
the month make an average, and see how much she gave 
for that month. Continue this for the year and and it is an 
easy matter to know, just how much each cow has brought 
you. Sell all that have not made a profit. I said yearly re- 
cords. There is no room in a_ profitable dairy for the cow 
that comes in in May or June and dries up when the flies 
begin to bite. The dairy cow to produce milk at a profit 
must give milk 9 or 10 months. 

Three years ago I began weighing the milk from each 
cow. I found that a cow that freshened in Sept. or Oct. 
would give from 2 to 3 thousand pounds more milk in a year
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than an equally good cow that freshened in April or May. 

Let me say these were the results from dry feeds. I never 

have used ensilage. It is no trouble to get an ordinary dairy 

cow to give from 6 to 8 thousand pounds of milk ina year 

with reasonable feed and care. I said ‘‘dairy cow.’’ There 

are many cows not worthy the name dairy cow. 

How shall we get better cows? 

1st. Use the best of dairy sires. 
2nd. Save only heifer calves from the best cows. 

8rd. Sell all that do not prove good milkers. 
We may have the best of cows but if we do not feed and 

care for them wisely, we cannot expect a profit. The sub- 

ject of feeds and feeding is the greatest subject before the 

American dairyman. 

The cow need not be kept fat but she must be in a strong 
healthy condition all of the time. If she is to freshen while 
on dry feed she should be grained for two or three weeks 

previous. The feed at this time should consist of oats and 

bran, very little corn. If this feed is neglected no amount of 

after feeding will make her do her best for that season. As 

long as she is on dry feed it is safe to say she should have 1 

lb. of mixed grain, consisting of bran, oats and corn, for 

every 3 lbs. of milk produced. In addition to the grain she 

must have a variety of good coarse fodder. All she will eat 

without unnecessary waste. 

Varity amounts to a great deal. Beans are good but we 

| do not want them three times a day, neither does a cow want 

hay, morning, noon and night. In the morning give her 

some nice bright corn fodder either cut or shredded. At 

noon some early cut oat straw. At night, mixed hay, most- 

ly clover, cut early, before the stem becomes too woody and 

indigestible. Do not allow the cows to get any grass until 

they are able to get enough to keep them. They will loose 

their appetite for dry foods. Continue the grain for several 

days after they are out to pasture. Here she will be happy 

and give a large flow of milk until the hot July sun causes 

the pastures to become dry and barren. The flies come in 

swarms and poor bossy has to grab a mouthful here and 

there and spend nearly all the strength gained thereby in 

driving the little tormentors from her body. We must come 

|
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to her rescue with some kind of green food, in early variety 
of sweet corn or second crop clover. 

From this time on until winter we can not depend on 
our pastures to provide suitable food to produce milk in pay- 
ing quantities. Do not expect your cow to give milk on dry 
June grass. She will not do it. 

Plow up a part of your pasture and raise large quantities 
of some variety of fodder corn. 

With good cows, good feed, still you will not produce 
milk at a profit without giving the cow good care. She must 
have warm, well lighted, well ventilated barns. You can 
not turn a milch cow out of the warm barnat 8 o’clock every 
morning in winter and allow her to stand in the cold until 5 
o’clock at night and expect her to give you from 30 to 40 
Ibs. of milk per day. She will not do it. She must be kept 
comfortable all of the time. 

We are in the midst of a great Swiss cheese factory 
country. How to make the thousands and thousands of 
cows, whose milk is used during the summer months in the 
‘production of Swiss cheese, to bring greater profits to their 
owners in the problem before us. I will say, have these 
cows come in Ist of January. Sell the veal calf when the 
prices is almost double what it will be in May or June. 

Have separators, either on the farm or establish skim- 
ming stations at your cheese factories, (I am not agent for 
Gasoline engine or separator Co.) Sell the cream to some 
butter factory for manufacture. Butter is usually high this 
time of year. The fresh skim milk is worth 15¢ per hundred 
to feed on the farm. c 

Inthe 4 months, Jan. Feb. March and April these cows 
should give, beside veiling their calves 2,500 lbs. of milk, 
This isa low estimate. This milk should make 4 lbs. of butter 
to the hundred, or 100 lbs. of butter. This should net you 
20¢ per lb. or $20. 

These cows will go onto grass the Ist of May and give 
nearly as much milk as a fresh cow, and I believe just as 
good milk for the manufacture of swiss cheese. 

What have we to the cow’s credit. 
Vealicalir2bnlberativaucu: = bcc) lessens elon $ 8.75 
100 lbs. butter at 20¢ i es ceaseeeavus eve 20.00
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Valti@or einem ero ueees eecee et ee cence 3.75 

4000 Ibs. milk for Swiss cheese at 85¢__._._-.----- 34.00 

Uae UE ee chee Mid aly gemretay gen eee 66.50 

Subtract from this the cost of grain. 

20 days before calving at 5e__.--.......---------- $ 1.00 

120 days to the 1st of May at 8c_.....--.--------- 9.60 

Mgt AU (egy 1 pe I ae Rages repr 10.60 

$66.50—$10.60—$55.90. Figure for yourself the cost of 

roughage. If these methods are followed I am sure we can 

produce milk at a profit.
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How to Produce Good Cheese. 
W. A. Bothwell, Darlington. 

The successful cheesemaker of the day must not only 
have a thorough knowledge of the art of cheese making but 
his knowledge must extend to the production and care of 
milk. He should be genial in manner and possess great tact 
and judgment that he may advise and instruct his patrons, 
as occasion may require without giving offense thus securing 
their confidence and co-operation. 

It is our purpose in this article to deal particularly with 
cheesemaking in detail, but the requisite of good cheese is 
pure milk of good quality and as this can only be obtained 
from healthy cows with proper surroundings we will leave 
the cheesemaker for the present and begin with the farmer. 

The day has gone by when the only qualification a 
farmer needed was plenty ‘of muscle and application when 
his social standing was estimated by how willingly he seized 
the big end of the log at the logging bee. 

All this is past and as civilization advances and popula- 
tion increases and the natural fertility of the soil is reduced 
it becomes more and more necessary that the farmer should 
be an intelligent, well read man. While muscleis still a-de- 
sirable quality application and brains are what tell in the 
end, 

And as dairying or mixed farming is the best means of 
keeping up the fertility of the soil the successful farmer 
must be a successful dairyman. 

No farmer can order the climate to his liking and few 
can have their farms located as they wish or the kind of soil 
they most desire. He must be able to adapt himself to cir- 
cumstances as no set of fixed rules will apply to every farm. 
If his land is high and dry it will be necessary to provide 
green crops for his stock insummer. If low damp soil which 
produces abundance of grass it may not be necessary or pro- : 
fitable to do so. If there is pure running water so much the 
better. If not it should be provided by means of tank and 
wind mill as dairy stock should have free access to pure water.
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Bad water will affect the health of the animal as well as 

the quality of milk produced. It is a safe rule to never allow 

or compel your stock to drink water whichis unfit for human 

consumption. Stables should be warm and light with plenty 

of space and good ventilation. The mangers should be 

fitted with water buckets and pipes so that stock can be 

watered without leaving the stables in cold and stormy 

weather. In breeding or selecting a dairy cow it should be 

borne in mind that she is simply a milk producing machine 

and the object is to secure the one that will produce the most 

and best quality of milk with the least expense. Do not keep 

a poor cow. Weed them out or they will consume the pro- 

fits of the good ones. The kind of food to use will have to 

be determined by the cost of production in the locality. 

Turnips or anything that will injure the flavor of the milk 

should not be fed. The food should be of good quality and 

while we advise liberal feeding care must be taken that the 

cost of food does not exceed the benefit derived from it. 

Many a farmer who is a liberal feeder and whose herd pro- 

duces a large flow of milk is a loser in the end through his 

lack of knowledge of the milk of fat producing qualities of 

the food consumed. The feeding of dairy cows is too large 

a subject to be dealt with here but every farmer should 

study the matter for himself by practical experiments and 

reading of dairy papers. 
The dairy cow should have full access to salt. She 

should be handled in a gentle manner. The use of dogs for 

driving cows should not be premitted. Anything that 

excites the cow reduces the quantity and injures the 

quality of the milk. Milking should be done at the same 

hour night and morning and by the same person. A soft 

cloth should be used to remove any dirt that might fall in 

the milk pail. 
Wetting of the udder should be avoided. Great care 

must be taken to keep all dairy utensils perfectly clean. 

After using they should be washed, with warm water then 
scalded with boiling water. Whey from factory 

should never be put in milk cans. Milk should be aerated 

and cooled to the temperature of the atmosphere and kept 

away from bad odors arrising from hog pens or any other
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foul matter and should be delivered at factory early in the 

morning. Next in order is the factory which should be in a 

central location and be supplied with abundance of pure 

water and good drainage. It should have solid foundation 
perfectly tight hard wood or cement floor with proper slope 

and gutters for carrying off whey and water. The walls 

should be double with air space between and have double 

doors and windows. It should be equipped with modern 

utensils and machinery. The boiler should be large and well 

bricked in and plenty of space in boiler room. And if engine 

is used it should be in separate room. The curing room 
should be supplied with steam heat also with means for cool- 

ing in hot weather either by ice chamber overhead or the 

cold storage plan or sub earth duct or other modern methods 

as the temperature of a curing room should always be sub- 
ject to the will of the cheesemaker. 

The whey tanks should be elevated and have water and 

steam pipe connections and should be thoroughly cleaned at 

least once a week. We will now return to the cheesemaker. 
Taken it for granted, that he thoroughly understands his 

business it is also very important that he should be honest, 

cleanly, careful and thorough in all his work. There is 

more cheese spoiled by neglect and carelessness and the | 
desire of the cheesemaker to hurry the process than the lack 

of knowledge. He would give his personal attention to | 

weighing and testing of all milk and reject any that is not | 

in proper condition. | 

Many farmers have the opinion that any milk which is 
not sour is fit for cheese. This idea should: be speedily re- | 

moved by the cheese maker rejecting all gassy or ill flavored 

milk. Steam should be turned on the vat while milk is | 
being received so that the temperature of milk will be 86 

degrees by the time the vatis full. A rennet test should than 
be made to ascertain the acid conditions of milk. If found 
to be too sweet a starter should be used to develop and care 
being taken to have the proper kind of starter. Never use 
starter before rennet test has been taken unless weather is 
cold and milk known to be very sweet. If milk is of good 
flavor and and will set in from 20 to 30 minutes without the 
use of a starter it is advisable to wait. But if milk is bad
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or gassy a good flavored starter will improve it. If colored 

cheese are made the coloring may be added any time after 

weight of milk is known. Rennet test should be taken very 

frequently or milk may become over ripe. It should be ripe 

enough before the rennet is added as to be ready to dip or 

remove the whey in two and one half hours with from 1-8 to 

1-4 inch of acid by hotiron test. In spring when quick curing 

cheese are required use from 3 to 5 oz. of good rennet ex- 

tract for 1000 Ibs. milk and 2 1-2 to 3 in summer and fall. 

Stir the milk thoroughly for about 3 minutes after adding 

the rennet. In the spring it should start to coagulate in 

about 8 minutes and ready to cut in about 20 minutes and in 

summer about 30 minutes. In cutting the curd care must 

be taken to cut it even and not bruise or break it as this 

allows the butter fat to escape and will reduce the average. 

Cut first with the horizontal knife and then crossways with 

the perpendicular then lengthways with the same. Stir 

carefully by hand for about 15 minutes before turning on 

steam then heat slowly to 98 degrees keep it well stirred 

while heating and also for about 15 minutes after steam has 

been shut off. Stir quite frequently afterward to prevent curd 

from matting on bottom of the vat. When curd shows 1-8 

of inch acid by hot iron test or 1-4 in summer draw off the 

whey and if sink is used dip the curd into it and stir until 

quite dry. When dry enough pack it about 5 inches thick in 

end of sink or vat as the case may be and allow to mat. As 

soon as it will adhere together cut in strips about 5 inches 

wide and turn over. It should be turned every few minutes 

and if moisture is well removed it may be cut crossways and 

piled two or three deep or even higher. When it becomes 

flaky and shows from 1 to 1% inches acid by hot iron test 

put through curd mill. Stir for about 15 minutes after 

| milling and every few minutes until ready to salt, which 

will be as soon as it becomes mellow and fine in texture and 

if a smooth appearance something like newly made butter. 

Use about 2 lbs best dairy salt in spring and 2% to 38 

pounds in summer, to every 1000 Ibs milk. Salt must be 

free from lumps. The best plan is to salt with a sieve and 

apply about 1-3 of the amount then stir then add another 1-3 

and stir again then add the balance and stir well. Allow
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temperature to lower to about 80 degrees and put to press 
about half hour after salting. Cheese should be made of 
uniform size. This can be done by the same, partly fill all 
the hoops or better still by weighing the curd put in each 
hoop. Press lightly at first, and when whey flows freely 
let them stand a few minutes and then press again. Repeat 
this every few minutes for one hour. They will then be 
ready to bandage. The bandage should be of proper length 
so that there will be one inch turned over each end of cheese. 

Cheese should be turned in the hoop in the morning to 
give a better finish. Cheese should be left in press until 
hoops are required next day. The proper curing of cheese 
is very important and requires a great deal of attention. 
The curing room should be at a temperature of about 65 
degrees. The cheese should be turned over every day until 
they are at least two weeks old. The curing room should 
be moist but not enough to cause mold on cheese, 

When preparing cheese for market weigh carefully and 
mark the weight in plain figures on the box, Close only 
boxes that properly fit the cheese and cut down top of box 
about 1-4 inch below surface of cheese so that the lid will 
rest on the cheese. This will prevent the breaking of boxes 
in shipping or when cheese is piled high on top of each | 
other. 

Oil cloth covers should be provided for wagons while 
delivering cheese to shipping point so that they may be kept 
clean and dry. No article of this kind or any set of fixed 
rules can ever make a successful cheesemaker, He may 
have long practical experience, quick judgment and good 
common sense for as the condition of weather and milk 
varies from day to day he must vary his methods to meet 
the conditions. But before closing we would advise when 
acidy or over ripe milk has been received to set at lower 
temperature and use more rennet. Cut curd finer, cook 
faster and higher and dip as soon as curd is firm enough to 
permit and stir drier. It is some times necessary to wash 
curd in sink to remove acidy whey. This can be done by 
pouring over it water which has been heated to about 100 
degrees and stir well. Mill early and use more salt and 
allow it to stand one hour or even longer before going to
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press. ; 

For gassy milk use more starter than usual and do not 

cook quite so high as the more moisture there is left in curd 

the faster acid will develop and kill the gas. Stir and air 

well after milling and give more acid before salting. - 

In conclusion I would say accept only good milk for the 

old saying still holds good ‘‘An ounce of prevention is worth 

a pound of cure.”
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| Cinige der grissten Mothwendigket- 
| ten in Ikasereien. 
| benrp Elmer, Monroe. 

| Werther Herr Prafident, fomie gefdhagte Verfammlung! 
| G8 ift mix diefes Jahr fehr fchmer geworbden, ein paffendes Thema 

au finden, bas ich diefer werthen Verfammlung gegeniiber einigermafen 
gufriedenftellend hatte behandeln tonnen. 

} Nach langerem Hin- und Herfinnen gelangte mix gufaillig der vier- 
teljahrliche Bericht unferer Milchwirthfdhaft- und Lebensmittel-Rom- 

| miffion (Dairy and Food Commission) in Mabifon, Wis., vom 1. 
| October bis 81, Dezember 1903 in die Hinde, und da tam ich beim 

Durchlefen des Berichtes der Naferei-Ynfpettion auf den Gebdanten, 
| liber genanntes Thema einige Vemertungen gu machen. 
| On dem Bericht wird angegeben, dak vom 1. October 1903 bid gum 
| 28, Degember 1903 75 Kafereien infpettiert wurden; von diefen 75 Ra- 

fereien legen 31 in Green County, 12 in La Fayette County, 3 in Yoma 
| County und 2 in Dane County, im Gangen 48 RKafereien, mit denen 
| wit ung naher befdhiftigen wollen, indem die iibrigen 27 Riifereien fiir 
| ung gu weit abliegen. 
| Bon diefen benannten 48 Kafereien fagt der Bericht unter Mnderem 
| Folgendes; 
| Bon allen 48 Kafern, die die Mild) auf diefen 48 RKiafereien ver- 

arbeiteten, tar tein eingiger, ber einen Kurs in der Verfuchsftation un- 
| frer Milchwirthfdhaft gu Madifon durchgenommen hatte. Wie ich alle 

die Namen nachfah, fo meinte ich, e8 tonne nicht miglich fein, dag ich 
nicht Namen finde, two e8 heifen twiirde, der und ber habe einen Kurs 

| burdjgemadht, aber leider fonnte ich teinen eingigen Namen finden. 
| Alle 48 Kafereien Hatten teine Babcoc Milch-Probe, 43 Kafereien 
| Hatten feine Gahr-Proben (Wisconsin Curd Test), 4 Rafereien batten 

auslindifdhe Gahr-Proben, und eine eingige Miferei hatte die Wiscon- 
fin Curd Test. Seine eingige bon allen 48 Rifereien hatte weder Flie- 
genthiiren noc) Fliegenfenfter. 

| 24 Rafereien Hatten den Wbgugs-Graben fiir Ublaufiwaffer in 
| giemlich guter Orbnung. 20 Rafereien Hatten fajlechte Ub3ug3-Graben, 
| 3 Rafereien waren fehr fcjlecht damit beftellt, und eine RKiaferet hatte 

|
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fogar gar feinen. : 

(Sch weif nicht was fehlimmer ift, ob fehr [dhledht oder gar feinen.) | 

8 Kafereien Hatten die Molten-Faffer in giemlid) qutem Buftande, | 

86 Rafereien Hatten fie in fehlechtem, mehrere davon in fehr drectigem | 

Buftande, eine Kaferet hatte diefelben 72 Fuh weit weg bon der Kaferei, | 
und 8 Kafereien Hatten teine Faffer. 20 Kafereien find auswendig anz | 

geftricjen, 27 Rafereien find nicht angeftriden, und eine Kaferei ift fo | 

fehlecht, al8 man fie nur fehen fann, alfo wahrfdeinlic) bon Farbe teine | 

Spur vorhanden. 

Uuf 37 Kafereien waren die Farmer-Milch-Kannen in giemlich gu- 

tem und reinlidem Quftand (ein diretter Beweis, bah die Frauen hier | 

ihre Hinde im Spiel hatten), auf 8 Kafereien waren weldye Rannen alt | 

und befdjadigt, auf 2 Kafereien waren melde Kannen nicht reinlich und | 

| auf einer Kaferet waren die Kannen in fdledtem Buftande, weil die | 

Molten zu lange darin gelaffen wurde. : 
Was nun dagumal Uebel waren, find e3 nod) heute, und will ich | 

nun einige ber widhtigften Bediirfniffe ber heutigen Kafereien nennen. | 

Vor allen anderen Bediirfniffen ift: 
Erften3: Reine, unverfalfdte, gute Mild) von gefunden Riihen 

am nothwendigften; bann | 

Siweitens: Cin quter Kafer, der einen ober mehrere Rurfus in der | 

Molterei-Sehule in Madifon durdhgemacht hat. | 

Gin Kafer foll in feinem Fach ein gelcehrter Mann, ein Chemiter | 

feir, um die derfdjiedenen Berfebungen in der Mitch, die wihrend des | 

Rafens vor fich gehen, und fich dann auch wieder in bem Hergeftellten | 

HEfe geigen, ertlaren gu finnen. Wir twiffen im Wlgemeinen wohl, dah | 

hag Laab bie Mileh gerinnt, dah bie Warme dann mit dem Laab dereint | 

den Kafe von der Molten fcheidet, bah ber Kafe im Keller auf Lager in | 

Gahrung iibergeht und je nad} diefer Gahrung entiw:d:r gu viel oder gu | 

iwenig, oder gar feine Locher macht, aber wenn wir ertlaren follten, wie | 

alles das gugebe, fo find wir eben am Hang an, und finnen nicht weiter. | 

Gin quier Kafer tann ftols fein auf feinen Beruf, und ift in feinem Fach 

ebsnfo ein gelehrter Mann, al8 einer, ber in einer Univerfitit hinter dem 

Pult fteht und eine alte Sprache lehrt. Yedem Kafer wird iiberhaupt 

eine qrohe Gadhe, die einen Werth von vier bis gehn Taufend Dollars 

reprafentirt, anvertraut, und foll fic) hiermit auch ein jeder Rafer in 

Hinficht auf fein Wiffen und Kinnen, fowie des qrofen Vertrauens, bas | 

man in ihn fegt, aud) demgemaf} betragen, und ift in der Hinfidht im 

UAlgemeinen nur Gutes zu melden, denn bie Kafer heutigen Tages find
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| im grofen Gangen ein viel veredelter Schlag Menfdjen als fie friiher 
\ waren, 

| Drittens foll‘en fidh in jedrr Naferci die Babeodk M ich-Probe; forvie 
aud) die Gahr-Probe (Wisconsin Curd Test) vorfinden, wenn e8 aud) 
etinas Geld ftoftet, diefelben angufdaffen, fo wiirden fie dod) vielen 

} GStreitigteiten ein fdnelles Ende bereiten, fowie dem Kafer fehr viele 
| Unannehmlidfeiten und dem Milchtdufer viel Geld erfparen, indem 
| durch folde Proben die Urfadhen des Febhlgehens viel foneller entdectt 

werden fonnen. Natiirlid) muh dann der Kafer auch gelernt haben, wie 
mit diefen Proben umgugehen. : 

Viertens fcllten in einer jeden Kaferet Fliegenthiiren und Fliegen- 
fenfter angebracht werden, um der Bequemlidfcit und der Reinlidhteit 

{ twillen. 
| Wenn der Kafer nach harter Arbeit etwas ausruben will, fo tann 

er, wenn den Fliegen der Cingang abgefdloffen ift, ein Sdhlafeyen ma- 
chen, und liegen bleiben, wo ex fidh hingelegt hat, ohne bab er die Gefabr 
laufen mug, mit dem wilden Hin- und Herfdjlagen, um die Fliegen gu 
verfdjeuchen, bon feinem Rubebett hinuntergufallen, ober feinen Mrm 
wel gu thin — und ungeadhtet, dah Fliegen billiger find als Rorinthen, 
fo ift e3 boch viel beffer, wenn fie aus dem Kafe und gang befonders aus 
ber Butter wegbleiben. 

Flinftens follte in jeder Kaferet ftreng darauf gefehen werden, dah 
das Ubwafdhwaffer in einem befonders dafiir gemachten Ub3ug3-Graben 
bon der Kaferet weg in ein entferntes, gut gemcdjtes Sintloch geleitet 
wird, fo bah nicht Pfiigen von ftintendem Waffer um die Maferet her- 
umftehen und Brutftatten bon Krantheitsteimen und verfdjiedenen Bat- 
terien werden. Nod nicht lange guriic madhte eine Gefellfchaft von Da- 
men und Herren bon Monroe einen Musflug nady New Glarus — bon 
Monroe nad) Monticello per Eifenbahn und von Monticello per Fubr- 
wert nad) Neto Glarus — und fie behaupteten, daf fie jedesmal eine 
gange Meile gum Boraus eine Kaferet mit ihrem Geruch-Organ fehen 
fonnten. 

GSedhftens follten anftatt der Molten-Faffer Molten-Behalter aus 
Hols ober nod beffer aus Cement gemacht und gebraucht werden, um die 
Molten der Farmer darin aufgubewahren; foldye Bebiilter, die mit ei- 
nem gtofen Haknen (ober auch mebreren) verfehen fein tinnen, find 
dann viel leidter gu tafdjen und rein gu halten. Die Molfen-yaffer 
geben den Rafereten ein trauriges, iibelriedhendes Ausfehen und glaube 
id, im Fale die Faffer wegtimen, dak ganze ungabhlbare Familien von
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Batterien fid) um andere Wohnungen umfehen sziifien. Cin Frembder, 

ber bie Strafe Daher fommt, miifte dann fragen, wos das fiir ein Ge- 

| biude fet, und nicht fejon lange im Boraus riechen tinnen, dak er Zu | 

einer “Cheese Factory” fomme. | 

-  Giebtens follten alle Kafercien in gutem Buftand gehalten werden 

und auswendig aud) {din angeftrichen fein, fo bah Yebermann, der bor- | 

bet fahrt ober geht, den Gindruc befommt, hier herefejt Ordnung, hier 

| ift Wohlftand im Land. Gine niedere, fchiefftehende Kaferet macht einen | 

erbirmliden Gindrud, man meint, man follte fich mit dem Riiden auf 

die andere Seite ftellen und probieren, die Sache wieder in die gehdrige | 

| Lage guriid gu driidten; man befommt iiberhaupt den Eindrud, defy die | 

Farmer, denen die Kaferet qehsrt, ber Kafer, der darin twaltet, forie 

auch der Rafe, der darinnen gemacht wird, nicht weit her fein tinnen, 

| obgleid) mandjmal der Schein triigt. Die Mafereien follten auc) noth- | 

wendig im Allgemeinen mehr Reller-Raum haben, und fiir die Berbef- | 

} ferung der Rafer-Wohnungen ift Raum genug vorhanden. Mild)-Kau- | 

| fer follten befonders darauf fehen, und fiir Mileh, die in fehledjten, bau- 

| falligen Kafereien verarbeitet wird, nicht fo viel begahlen als fiir Milch, | 

die in moderne Kafereien fommt. | 

Achtens follten die Milehtannen, in denen die Milch von der Farm | 

gur Raferet gefahren wird, nicht alt, roftig, befchidigt oder untein fein, 

4 fondern blant, rein und fohin ausfehend. Gin jeder Farmer fann heut | 

gu Tage bei den hohen Milch- und Kafe-Preifen Wlles in befter Ord- 

nung alten. Fiir die Molfen aus der Kaferet heimgufahren, follten | 

extra Kannen dagu benugt werden. Wir alle, Farmer, Kafer, Mildh- 

faufer und Rafehindler, wollen unfer Beftes thun, um der quien Gadhe | 

vorangubelfen, fo daf endlich einmal die Beit fommen mag, io e8 in 

dem Bericht der ,Dairy and Food Commiffion” heift, dah ein jeder 

Rafer im fiidliden Wisconfin einen Kurs in der Berfuchsftation gu 

Madifon durchgemadht habe, bas in einer jeden Kaferet die Babcod | 

Milsh-Probe und die ,Wisconfin Curd Left” gebraucht werden, baf eine | 

» jee Raferet mit Fliegenthiiren und Fliegenfenftern verfehen fet, dafy bei 

einer jeden RGferei auf’s Befte dafiir geforgt fei, das Whwafdwafjer 

auf guten Wegen von der Kaferet gu entfernen, daf anftatt der alten 

Mode von Molfen-Faffern die neue Move mit Holz- oder Cement Mol- 

fen-Behilter auf einer jeden Raferet eingezogen fei, dafh eine jeglicje Kai- 
: ferei im fiidlicjen Wisconfin fich ein neues Reid angezogen habe, fotvie | 

| daf ein jeglicjer Farmer in ber Reinlidhteit betreffs ber Miihe, der | 

Mile und er Milehfannen fein Beftes thue. |
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Die Milcbfebler. 
August Schnebele, Brodhead, Tis. 

WIS Milchfehler begeicdhnet man abmweichende Cigenfdhaften der 

i Milch von ihrer fonjftigen Befdhaffenheit, Abmweichungen, die in der Re- 

' gel die Verendbarteit nerfelben fiir gewiffe Berwertungsarten beein- 
| tradhtigt. ; 
} Ueber die Urfadjen der berfdhiedenen Milchfehler und deren Folgen 

\ fiir die Verarbeitung der Mile) gu Milehprodutten hatte man frither 

wenig Kenntniffe und auch jest find diefelben bet weitem nod) nit alle 

erforfdt. Ymmerhin haben die Batteriologen und die prattifdjen Er- 

fahrungen der lebten Jahre iiber mandjen Puntt Klarheit gebracht. 

Auf alle die wiffenfchaftlichen Entdecungen, die bis jegt fdjon ge- 

| madht wurden, tomme bier nicht ein und befaffe mid) nur mit foldjen 

Milchfehlern, die fpegiell fiir vie Schmeizertaferet in Betracht tommen. 

| 1. Galzgiqge Mila. 

| Oft liefert eine Kuh am eingelnen, oft auc) an allen Strichen fal- 

| sige Mild). Der falgige Gefchmact ijt ein Ueberbleibfel einer Entgiin- 

| dung der Milchoriifen und riihrt her von einem Hohen Ufchengehalt, 

ober einer bertinderten Zufammenfegung der Mildhafdje. Die falz’ge 

Milch reagirt Haufig altalifeh und toagulirt fehmer mit Lab, wephalb 
diefelbe fiir bie Rafefabritation fchadlich. 

Die Nachweifung diefes Fehlers fann durch die Sinnesprobe con- 
i ftatirt werden. 

| 2. Bittere Mile. 

| Diefelbe tann verurfacht werden: 
| a. Durch Futtermittel, weldje ein:n bitteren G.fohmac haben oder 
| einen Bitterftoff enthalten wie Gup'nen, Genf, Riibenbliitter ete. 
| b. Durch altmeltiqe Kiihe, die Haufig an eingelnen, oft auch an al- 

len Strichen falgiq-bittere Milch geben. 

c, Durch infectidfe Euterentziindungen. 

d, Durch Bacterien, welche die normale Mileh bitter 3u machen 

vermigen. Golde Bacterien wurden ven Prof. G. vb. Freudenreich in 

Proben don Emmenthaler und Spalentafe gefunden.
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Die Richtigteit diefer Entdeckung hewies v. Freudenreic damit, 

indem er foldje Bacterien giichtete und nachher mit gefunder Mild) ver- 

impfte, die Dann ebenfalls bitter wurde. Golde Mild) giebt einen bit- 

teren Rafe und ift deal im Yntereffe des Milchtaufers auszufehliefen. 

3. Biegrige Mild. 

Dies ift ein fehr haufiger Milchfehler, der als Folge einer Cuter- 

trantheit angufehen ijt. Beim Wuftreten des Bieger3 in der Milch, der 

entiveder fehleimig oder fornig fein fann, ift die Nrantheit, der Euter- 

tatarrh oder die Cuterentziindung, gemihnlic) {chon im Wbnehmen be- 

qriffen und nicht, wie Viele meinen, da dann die grdpte Gefahr vor- 

handen ijt. Ymmerhin ijt folche Milch fiir die Kafefabritation fchadlich 

und beginnt die fchidliche Wirtung haufig fchon, ehe und bebor der Bie- 

get wahrgenommen wird, fofern es fic) um einen Cuterfatarrh handelt. 

Das Vorhandenfein von Biegertliimpejen wird bei einiger Wufmertfam- 

feit in Der Regel beim Melten fehon bemertt, fonft aber beim Seihen der 

Mileh, wehalh die Kafer hierzulande an dem Sdhweigermodus fefthalten, 

d. b. die Mileh muh ungefeiht in die Maferet geliefert werden. 

Die Dairy School gu Madifon empfiehlt die Miley auf der Farm 

ju fethen und ginar aus folgenden Griinden: 

4 Der Schmus, beftehend aus Rindertot, Hautfchuppen, Haaren und 

Milchrejten, der haufig beim Melten in die Mitch aelangt, enthalt gum 

Teil nicht nur felbft fehon eine Ungahl von Spaltpilzen, fondern ift 

| auch ein ausgezeicyneter Nahrboden fiir diefe. Ebhenfo bietet die Temp. 

der Milch, die diefelbe nach Dem Melten hat, das befte Wachstunr fiir 

{ die Bacterien, die fich oft in furger Beit verdoppeln und dann haufig auf 

die Gahrung der Kafe einen fejlechten Cinfluk ausiiben tonnen, twas 

viefleicht, wenn die Milch auf dex Farm gefeiht wiirde, bet der geringen 

Anzahl nicht der Fall ware. Diefe Unficht finde fiir geredhtfertigt, da 

iibrigens auch die Chamer Milchgefellfcjaft fehon feit vielen Jahren den 

Farmer die Seiher gratis guftellt und ebenfalls daffelbe vorfchreibt, deh: 

aleichen tann e8 gut fein fiir Creameries und Kafereien, die ameritani- 

fchen Rafe fabrigiren, wo die gieqrige Milch fo viel wie teinen Cinfluf 

ausiibt; auch fiir die Schiweizertifereien ware diefes Verfahren gu em- 

pfehlen, wenn dann jeder Farmer fo viel Cinficht hatte, die sieqrige 

! Mileh daheim zu behalten, und nicht, wenn fie fehin gefeiht, dem Kafer 

bringen twiirde. Yeh meinerfeits vente, daf jeder Farmer mehr zur 

Reinlichteit beim Melten angehalten wird, wenn ex die Mile nicht fethen
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darf, da andernteils, was man fauber nennt und die Qualitat der 
Mildh, die in die Kanne gelangt, oft viel gu wiinfejen iibrig laffen. 

| 4, Nidt gerinnende Mild. 

| Diefer Fehler befteht darin, dag die Mild) urd) Bujak von Lab 
| nicht in normaler Weife gum Getinnen oder Ausdiden gebradjt wird. 

Das Dien folgt entweder viel gu langfam, unvollftindig over gar 
| nicht. Golche Milch zeigt vielfach einen falgigen Gefdymad und eine 

altalijcje Reaction, in andern Fallen dagegen fchmedt fie fii, und ijt 
durd) die Ginnesprobe nichts Abnormales gu tonftativen. Yn jedem 
Fall haben wir es gu thun mit einem unvidhtigen Berhiltnis, swifden 
dem durch Lab fallbaren Kafeftoff in der Mile) und den iibrigen durd) 
Lab nicht fallbaren Ciweifftoffen, wie Wloumin, Lactaprotein und Lac- 

| toglobulin. tir den diretten Konjum fann diefe Mile) unter Umftin- 
i den gang gut beriwendbar fein, fowie auch gur Butterfabritation, fiir die 
| Schweigertafefabritation dagegen ift fie nicht nur wertlos, fondern di- 
} reft fcjadlic). Ynfolge dem unvollftiindigen Wusdicen bleiben in der 
| Girte mehr Ciweifftoffe guriie und diefelbe hehalt eine weige Farbe, 
| cine Erfdeinung, durch) weldje man guerft auf den Febler aufmertfam 

| gemacht wird. Mit diefer weigen Sirte, die fic) meift fehmer und un- 
| vollfttindig auspreffen aft, bleiben aber immer im Safe leicht zerfeb- 
| bare Cimeifftoffe (Albumin) zuriid, welche eine 3u rafde Gihrung, ja 

fogar Faulnif{ verurfachen. Die Folge davon find naffe, faulende und 
| tonende Stellen, Girtenfpiilte, nifrige und geblahte Rife. Die Nach- 
| weifung diefes Fehlers gefdhieht durch die Labprobe. 
} 

5. Rafd gihrende und treibende Mild. 

Diefer Milchfehler zeigt fic) namentlich bet der Priifung in der 
Gahrprobe und Labprobe in dem Vorhandenfein einer ftarten Gasent- 

| widelung. Jn der Gahrprobe wird hierbet die Rahmfdhicht emporgeho- 
| ben und hdufig fogar zum Uebergiefen iiber bas Probeglas gebradht, in 
| der Labgahrprobe (Curd Test) dagegen geigt fic) der auagefdjiedene 

Rafeftoff einen Klumpen fohwammig aufgetriebene Befdhaffenheit, mit 
| iibelviedendem gafigen Geruch. Die Urfache diefes Fehler’ liegt wohl 

meift in der ftarfen Verunreinigung ber Mild) durd) gasbildende Bat- 
| erien, Serviihrend von ber Berabreidjung verdorbener uttermittel, 
| fcblechies, verdorbenes Tranfewaffer, wie dies bas Bieh guiveilen bei 

:
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trodenem Gommer auf der Weide findet, und unceinlichem Melten. 

Yndeffen fann auc eine abnormale Bufammenfegung und tranthafte 

Befchaffenheit der frifchgemoltenen Milch, diefelbe gu leicjter Berfeb- 

ung und rafcher Gahrung bringen. Befonders zeigt fich diefer Fehler, | 

wenn eine Eutertrantheit vorangegangen ift. Fiir die Kafefabritation 

ift foldhe Mileh fchadlich, da fie Frithe Gahrung und Blahung verurfadht. 

6. Leight gerfebbare Mild. 

Diefer Fehler zeigt fich ebenfalls bei der Priifung der Milch in der | 

Gahrprobe. Die Milch fcheidet dabei leicht aus, d. h. e8 findet chon 

nac) 9—12 Stunden eine mehr oder weniger vollftiindigqe Trennung der 

Sirte und des Kafeftoffes ftatt. Lekterer ift Dabei entiweder qriefig 

ober 3aflocig, gizgerig oder flumpig ausgefdieden, die Sirte dagegen | 

weiflich oder triih. Bielfach, jedoch nicht immer, geht diefer Fehler | 

Hand in Hand mit ftarter Gasentwicelung. Die leicht gerfebbare 

Mild) riihrt her von der Verabreichung verdorbener, namentlich faurer 

Futtermittel, fehlecht gereinigten Milchgefchirren, erftidter Milch, Cu- | 

tertrantheiten, einem beginnenden Gutertatarrh, und namentlich auch 

von altmeltigen Riihen. | 

Fir die Kafefabrifation ijt diefelbe gefahrlich, da fie eine unregel- 

4 mapige und unberechenbare Gahrung veranlagt und givar eine im WAn- | 
fang rafe) und ftiirmend verlaufende, als auch eine fang andauernde, 

teiliweife unterbrocjene und wiederbeqinnende Gahrung. | 

7Saureoderalfalifdhreagirende Mil ch. | 

| Die normale Reaction der Milch ijt eine doppelte oder fogenannte | 

ampbhotere Reaction, d. h. fchwac) fauer und altalifa gugleich. Cine | 

ausgefprodjene faure Reaction ift die Folge einer gu qrofen WAngahl von | 

Milchfaurebacterien, herriihrend von einer gu langen Aufbewahrung | 

der Milch oder aber das Vorhandenfein von Briefehmilch. Der durch | 

vie Milehfaurebacterien verurfachte Borgang des Ganeriwerdens der | 
Milch wird befonders begiinftigt durch die Verabreidhung faurer Fut- | 

termittel und fejlecht gerzinigte Milchgefchirre. | 

Sehlimmer, indeffen weniger haufig wie die faure Reaction ift eine | 

ausgefprodjene Altalifche Reaction. Cine folche Mild) wird dure Lab 

nur undollfommen oder gar nicht gum Gerinnen gebracht. Die Folgen 

fiir die Rafefarbe find diefelben wie bereits oben unter No. 4 befproden, | 

tinende Stellen, Sirtenfpilte etc. Die Nachweifung diefer Milchfehler | 

gefchieht durch die Saurebeftimmung. |
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i 8. Sdhleimige, fadenziehende Mil dh, 

r Diefer Milchfehler zeigt fich entweder fcjon beim Melfen, oder er 
tritt erft gu Tage bei der Xufbewahrung der Mileh. Ym legteren Palle 

‘ witb er berurfadht durd) einen Microfotus, durch deffen Wachstum der 
1 Mildhguder in {afleimige Gihrung verfegt wird. Dabei lift fic) befon- 

ders der Rahm, oft auch die Magermileh gu mehr oder tweniqer Tangen 
; Faden ausziehen. 

| Diefer Fehler ijt iibertragbar, indem gefunde Miley durch Bujag 
? bon fabengiehender Mild) ebenfalls in fehleimige Gahrung verfeyt tvird. 
lj Ghenfo tritt ber Fehler auf in der Sirts, die nach girta 12 Stunden auf 

, der Preffe aus dem Kafe tritt, fowie in Lab und Sauer. 
i Die Urfache, d. h, der frogtich: Micrototus, tann Herftammen aus 
) verborbenem Futter, verdorbenem, fang geftandenem Triintewaffer, aus 

der Streue, dem Stallboden, den Milcjgefejirren etc, 
Die Folgen diefes Milchfehlers dente find jedem Milchintereffenten 

befannt bon einer Raferei bei Gratiot Her, iiker deffen Fall Here Dr, 
Ruffel in Madifon lebtes Jahr ein Bulletin verdffentlicjte, das jzdem 
Rafer Fret gugeftellt wurde und den Fehler, deffen Urfaden und Verbii- 
tung genau behanbdelte. 

9 Andere Milsfehler. 

Jn der mildhiv. Literatur findet man nod) mance Mildhfebhler an- 
gegeben, die aber hier faft unbefannt find und denen eine qrifere Bedeu- 
tung nicht gutommt, tie blaue, rote und fandige Mild. 

Blaue Mild) dente fieht man hier teine, ohne fie fei dann abge- 
rahmt; rote Mild) tann herriihren durch) Blut und Blutfarbjtoffe, die 
in die Mild) iibergegangen find, und fandige Mile) herriifrend von 
Mildhfteinen, die fic) im Cuter gebildet haben und hauptfidhlid) aus 

; ~ Kalé und Magnefiafalzen beftehen, welche als Folge von gu taltreidjem 
Trintewaffer angufehen ift. 

Bet der Butterfarbe treten gelegentlich auc) abnormale Erfdeinun- 
gen auf, die durd Milehfehler verurfacht werden, womit ie} mich ier 
aber nicht niher befaffe.
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Correct Methods of Packing and Weigh- 

ing Cheese, 
Chris. Roth, Monroe. 

Mr. President, Members of the Association, Ladies and Gen- 
tlemen: 

It is with pleasure I greet you here today. However, I feel 

somewhat out of place in addressing you on this occasion, 
for I am not gifted as a speaker which you all will realizé 

before I finish reading my paper. It would be more in ac- 

cord with my wish to receive instruction rather than attempt 

to instruct, we generally receive greater profit from the ad- 

vise and help of others then the counsel we give. 

The subject assigned to me by your worthy president, 

is ‘The Boxing and Weighing of Cheese.’’ This subject 
naturally brings up the question as to the kind of cheese we 

desire to pack or box. In reply we would say nothing but 
| good, fancy, round Swiss, block Swiss, brick and limburger 

cheese. 

Cheese that will stand the test and reach the grade 
of any market in the United States. Do we know how and 
are we able to make such cheese? Certainly, not one of you 
here today would dare to stand up and declare that we are 
not able to make cheese equal to such a test. Good, fancy 

cheese alone will not satisfy the various markets of the 

United States, they require strong well made boxes or tubs 

with clean and neatly packed cheese. Many cheesemakers 

are careless or thoughtless in regard to making, boxing 

and packing cheese. They care little how it is made, simply 

so it is good and to them the matter of packing is of very 

little importance. This is a serious mistake. The best obtain- 

able material should be used in boxing or packing any kind 

of cheese. In tubs for round Swiss cheese nothing but sound 

and best seasoned staves should be used, the top and bottom 
of the tub should be made of good planed lumber, nails 
driven through the cleats of the same should be well clinch- 

ed if not they often damage the cheese in the tubs. Not 
less than two eight penny nails in each end of the stave
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should be used in making a tub. Often I find but one nail 
in each end of the stave with hoop nailed over same. A tub 
thus made will not be solid and if for any reason the same 
must be repacked the top hoop will hinder the pulling of 
nails. The only possible way to get the cheese out of the tub 
is toremove the hoop then, nine times out of ten, after 

| cheese is removed from the tub it will fall down so that be- 
| fore you can repack same, you will be compelled to rebuild 
| your tub. Great care should be exercised in making tubs. 
| A tub should be solid, without cracks so as to prevent mice 

-from getting into the cheese. A tub weighing over 800 lbs. 
should have three hoops, one nailed directly with bottom of 

the tub, one about three inches from top, and about center 

of tub. Every tub should be so made that cheese will fit in 
closely and thus rest against staves of the tub. In packing 

| cheese do not put large and small cheese in the same tub 
and by all means, do not pack No. 1 and 2 cheese in same 
tub. Itis very unpleasant and moreover unprofitable for 

| any dealer to ship out a tub of mixed cheese as No. 1 to his 
| customer. It is sure to cause trouble which so often comes 

back upon the original party who packed the cheese. No. 1 
and 2 and damaged cheese should be put in separate tubs 
and positively marked according to kinds. In weighing and 
packing round Swiss be sure and weigh empty tub first. 
The weight of each cheese should be placed on the lid of the 
tub, also, the sum total of the aggregate weight of cheese. 

| Do not fail to place the weight of empty tub on the lid, if 
this is done it will greatly assist the buyer in packing cheese. 
For every 100 lbs. of round Swiss 1 lb. should be allowed for 
shrinkage. Be sure your scales are right—short weights 
are mischief makers to all concerned, the cheesemaker and 
milk patrons as well as dealer and jobber. There has been 
cases where cheesemakers gave 101 to 105 lbs. of milk for 
every 100 lbs. and at the close of the season he realized that 
it took 12 to 13 lbs. of milk to make 1 Ib. of cheese. Suppose 

| he has bought the milk. He condems the milk for contain- 
ing so little cheese, this rumor spreads and the next season 

| the milk patrons of said factory get 5or 10 cents per 100 lbs. 
less. Should it be a cooperative factory the patrons will be 
free to censure the cheesemaker for using 13 or 14 lbs, of 

|
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milk to make a pound of Swiss cheese. All this trouble is 

caused by an old worn out scales such as we often see in 

many factories today. Take care of your scales and if 

possible have them tested each spring. 
Block Swiss cheese boxes properly made, the frame 

must be nailed with four 8 penny nails on each corner, top 

and bottoms can be nailed with 6 penny nails, four nails to 

each board except boards of more than 6 inches wide should 

have6 nails. Carefully weigh each empty box and with 

lead pencil plainly mark same in right hand corner of box. 

A box weighing 19! Ibs. should not be marked 19 Ibs. but 20 

Ibs. in packing block Swiss put a scale board between each 

cheese, do not pack same too closely, pound or drive cheese in 

box so that the box will have to be broken in order to get 

cheese out. After the box is packed weigh the same and 

mark weights above the weight of empty box. If the box 
weighs 190 lbs. only 188 lbs. should be put down, brick and 

limburger boxes should be made the same as block Swiss 

boxes with the exception less nails may be used. Brick 

cheese should be packed in parchment paper first, and then 

in manila paper and not in manila paper first as I have so 

{ often seen it. Before placing same in the box cover the 

bottom with a big sheet of paper, also a sheet on top before 

closing box. A large sheet of paper known as “‘box lining’ 

is the cheapest and more serviceable paper to use, in fact it 

is the only kind that is of any benefit to the cheese. Brick 

| paper used for this purpose so often slips together thus prov- 

ing a greater detriment to the cheese than benefit. Boxes 

packed with brick should not be left standing on ends but al- 

ways laid flat and if piled, separated by a strip to prevent 

heating. Limburger cheese should be packed as follows: 

Wrap in parchment and manila paper then with tin foil, pack 

same in three rows the short way in box, when three rows 

of cheese are in the box put in a center board and nail same 

with two nails on each side, pack the balance of box and be- 

| fore closing same place a large sheet of paper over top of 

\ cheese. In weighing brick and limburger always allow 1 lb. 

i per case for shrinkage. Besure and pack No. 1 and 2in 

| separate box. Do not think you can pack a box of poor stuff
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among 20 or 30 cases of good, if you do you are apt to spoil 
: the whole lot. This method often practiced will cause the 

various dealers to pass your factory for they can never be 
certain what they will get. If packed in separate box the loss 
may be less than $5 but if mixed with a lot of gdod cheese it 

| may be $50 or more. 
| Much more should be said on this subject, but on ac- 
| count of time I am obliged to close. 
| 

) 

|
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Whey Butter. 

Prof. E. G. Hastings, Madison. 

During the past summer I -have spent several weeks 

\ among the Swiss cheese factories in the southern part of 

Wisconsin. In these visits I learned something about the 

making of Swiss cheese and also about the relation existing 

between the Swiss cheese maker and his patrons, as well as 

about the long days and the hard work with which every 

Swiss cheese maker is familiar. 
My principal object:in making these visits was to study 

the question of whey buttermaking. I was informed by Mr. 

; Fred Marty, who has traveled extensively through the Swiss 

cheese section of the state, that there were about ten Swiss | 
factories where contrifugal separators are used for skimming 

the whey for buttermaking. These are the result of our 

work at the Dairy school where we have been giving instruc- 

tion for several years in whey buttermaking and the use of 

a separator for skimming whey. 
The great majority of the factories I find separate the 

’ cream from the whey by either the cold process or the hot 
process, and I visited factories where both these processes 

were used as well as a few in which separators have 

been placed. Istayed at the factories several days and fol- 

| lowed through the entire process of skimming, cream ripen- 

ing, churning, and buttermaking, as carried on by the Swiss | 

cheesemakers. : 

The Cold Process of Skimming. 

When whey is skimmed by the cold process the butter is 

almost invariably strong and sells for about the price of lard | 

or less. It can not often be used for table butter but there | 

| is some demand for it by bakers and confectioners. Asa 

| rule the cheesemaker himself will not use the cold process 

butter on his table. When he wants butter he separates 

‘some cream by the hot process and churns it, making a de- 

cidedly better quality of butter than is possible by the cold | 

process, 
i
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It is hardly worth while for me to go into the details of 

the two processes of separating the cream, but I can say in 
; general that in the cold process the whey as it comes from 

the Swiss kettle is run into wooden tanks placed at one side 
of the cheese factory under a loose board roof; the whey is 

| allowed to stand in these tanks for about twenty-four hours 
| and the cream which rises is skimmed off and placed in 
| wooden wash tubs in the cheese curing cellar, where it is 
| kept until a sufficient quantity of cream has accumulated to 
| make a churning. Those who are familiar with buttermak- 

ing will understand from this description that the whey as it 
| stands in the tank at one side of the factory in warm weather 

soon sours, and that the cream which rises is overripe when 
skimmed. This, together with the odors which the cream 
absorbs while waiting in the cheese cellar for a sufficient 

| quantity to make a churning, gives the cream and the butter 
made from it a decidedly strong and rancid flavor. 

| The Hot Process of Cream Separation. 

‘ When the cream is skimmed by the hot process the 
whey in the kettle is heated to a temperature of about 175 
degrees F. for some time, the whey being constantly stirred 

| during the heating process. The fat rises to the surface of 
the whey and is then skimmed off with a wooden scoop and 

} placed in tubs to cool and settle. Considerable whey 
separates from the cream and this is usually drained off 

} through a hole near the bottom of the tub. 
In the hot process of skimming, the cream is thoroughly 

pasteurized by the the continuous heating it receives and 
therefore it does not sour so quickly as the cold process 
cream, The butter made from the hot process is, therefore, 
considerably sweeter than that from the cold process cream, 

| and on this account a better price can usually be obtained 
for it. 

| From the observations made at factories where the cold 
and the hot processes were in use, it was found that by the 
cold process the skimming was inefficient—about one-third 

| of the fatinthe whey was not separated. The hot process 
skimming was more efficient, the skimmed-whey testing in
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some cases as low as one-tenth of one per cent. fat. 

Conditions of the Whey. 

The whey from the cold process of skimming was very 

sour, having in some cases as high as seven-tenths per cent. 

acidity. This sour whey when returned to the farmers in 
the whole milk cans of the patrons, will, of course, contami- 

nate them. It has been found that defects in the cheese 
may easily be caused by this transfer of sour whey from the 

factory to the farm in the whole milk cans. 

The whey from the hot process is sweet when taken 

from the kettle and it could undoubtedly be returned to the 

farms in good condition if the whey barrels were kept clean. 

The Cheese Maker’s Method of Ripening Cream. 

{ As a rule the cheesemaker’s method of ripening the 1 

cream and working the butter is unsatifactory. A wooden 

tub is not a good cream-ripening vat, and a cheese curing 

cellar is not a satisfactory place for holding cream while it is 
being ripened. The wooden tub absorbs strong odors which 

can not be removed by washing it, neither can the cream be 
warmed or cooled very easily init. These aro two serious 

objections to the use of a tub as a cream vat. 
The cheese curing cellar generally has an atmosphere 

that is not desirable to have in butter and when cream 

stands in sucha place for the purpose of ripening, the cellar 

odors are often absorbed by the cream and transferred to 

the butter. 
One of the things which the cheesemaker needs very 

much is a cream ripening vat of some sort. It need not be 

an expensive one, but the double walled vats used in farm 
dairies, or a cream vat built like the creamery starter-can, 

will make a very satisfactory piece of apparatus for ripening 

the cream at a Swiss cheese factory. 

| The cream must be protected from outside odors and 

| cooled or warmed as desired by changing the temperature of 

the water surrounding the cream. A covered milk can set 

in a tub of water is better than wash tub as the water in 

the tub surrounding the can may be changed and the cream
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cooled by stirring it. 

The Use of a Separator for Skimming Whey. 

I visited three factories where separators were used for 
: skimming the whey immediately after the curd was taken 

| from the kettles. In every case the skimming was efficient- 
} ly done, only a trace of fat being left in the skimmed whey. 

The cream from the whey in some cases was thin, testing 
| only about twelve per cent. fat, but this cream when skim- 
| med a second time gave a cream containing thirty to forty 

per cent. fat. 

The separator cream from the sweet whey was certainly 
| of as good quality as a creamery butter maker could ask for. 

| I am sure it was sweeter than the cream obtained at many 
creameries from whole milk, and that many creamery 

| buttermakers would consider themselves fortunate if they 
could obtain a cream so sweet as that skimmed by the 

| separator from sweet whey. 
| 
| Disposing of the Separator Whey. 

The whey as it comes from the separator is perfectly 
: sweet, and at one factory it was pumped into a whey tank 

similar to the creamery skim milk tank, from which the 
| farmers filled their cans by means of a hose. I tested this 
| whey as the farmers were drawing it into their cans and 

found that it contained less than two-tenths per cent. acidity. 
| Such whey as this will certainly not contaminate the patrons’ 

| cans as it may be returned to the farmers in a perfectly sweet 
condition. 

A whey storage tank should be provided at Swiss cheese 

factories and this whey tank should be cleaned carefully 
each day in the same way that creamery butter makers clean 

| their skim milk tanks. The sweetness of the skim milk de- 
livered to patrons at creameries depends in a large measure 

| on the care with which the skim milk pipes are cleaned daily. 
The same attention should be given to the skimmed whey, 
but since the milk received at the Swiss cheese factory is 
generally sweeter than that received ata creamery, the 

| separated whey will undoubtedly be sweeter than the skim
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milk. The separator, therefore, at a Swiss cheese factory 

makes it possible to deliver to the patrons a perfectly sweet 

whey. 
The cream skimmed by the separator from the whey is 

sweet and in excellent condition for ripening. It will be 

necessary, however, to use a starter and some sort of a 

cream ripening vat as mentioned before, in order to handle 

the cream properly. 

The Swiss Cheesemaker’s Churn. 

The churns ordinarily used at a Swiss cheese factory 

are wooden barrel churns. They are often saturated with a : 

sour whey odor and when churnings are made in them the 

butter absorbs the odor and this spoils it for use as table 

butter. It is therefore, desirable when a separator is placed 

in a Swiss cheese factory to inspect the churn and see that 

it is clean and wholesome with no ‘‘cheesy’’ odor about it. ' 

A small combined churn and worker would undoubtedly be a 

valuable piece of machinery for a Swiss cheese factory to 

use in making whey butter. It will obviate the necessity of 

{ taking the butter from the churn and working it on a table 

| worker or board where it may be injured in warm weather. 

The details of salting and working the butter are things 

a Swiss cheesemaker needs to learn more about than he 

knows at the present time. He can easily do“this, however, 

if he is provided with proper utensils. 

| Composition of Whey Butter. 

I took several samples of whey butter at different fac- 

tories and I found that the butter made by the cold and hot 

processes of separating the cream, and by the primitive 

methods of cream ripening and churning, contained an ex- 

cessive amount of water and rather a large percentage, of 

curd. The butter, however, which was made by skimming 

the whey with a centrifugal separator and then ripening the 

cream in a milk can which was placed in a tub of cold water 

so that it could be cooled immediately after separating, had 

a composition corresponding to that of ordinary creamery 

butter. The quality of this butter showed conclusively that 

good butter can be made from whey at Swiss cheese fac- | 

| 
q
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tories by skimming the whey with a separator and then 
ripening and churning the cream by modern methods. 

Losses at Some Factories. 

At one factory I visited there was recived from ten to 

twelve thousand pounds of milk daily. At least ten thous- 
and pounds of whey was obtained from this milk and as my 

tests at several factories showed that the whey often con- 
| tained as much as one per cent. butter fat, this factory must 
| have left at least one hundred pounds of butter fat in the 
I whey daily. At the time of my visit the cheesemaker was 

making twenty-five pounds of butter per day by the cold 
process and selling it for about eleven cents per pound. At 
least seventy-five pounds of butter fat were being returned 
to the farmers in the whey and while this undoubtedly is 
good stock food, it is an expensive one. If this seventy-five 
pounds of butter fat was made into butter and sold for only 

| fifteen cents a pound, it would amount to $11.25 per day, 
which is certainly more than the farmer gets for the butter 
fat by feeding it to his pigs and calves. 

| This example may be an exaggerated one as very few 
Swiss cheese factories receive so much milk as this per day; 
but many of them are receiving five thousand pounds of milk 
per day and losing proportionately in the whey as shown by 

| the calculations at this factory. 

| A Whey Butter Churning Station. 

It has been suggested that a profitable business could be 
| done if a churning station was built ina neighborhood where 
| there was a considerable number of Swss cheese factories, 
| the cheesemaker at each factory skimming the whey with a 

separator, then pumping the whey into a clean storage tank, 
and the parties running the churning station gathering the 
cream each day from a number of cheese factories. This 
churning of the cream at one central place which is well 
equipped for the purpose would give a better quality of 
butter thanthat made at each of the factories and would also 
relieve the cheesemakers of the buttermaking. I am inclined 
to think that this proposition could be worked out advantage- 
ously to all parties interested, At the present time the
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whey butter made at Wisconsin Swiss cheese factories is not 

a first class article of table butter; it sells for about the price 

of lard and only about one-half the butter fat in the whey is 

recovered. The old methods that are responsible for these 

losses should be changed as the use of a separator for skim- 

ming the sweet whey, and modern applances for ripening 

the cream and making the butter will easily double the 

amount that has been received for whey butter in the past. 

|
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Tuberculosis in Cattle, 

Prof. E. G. Hastings, Madison. 

The disease of tuberculosis in cattle is a most important 
one to every citizen, whether he is directly interested in the 

raising of cattle, or in the handling and manufacture of dairy 
| products, or indirectly interested in the dairy business as a 
} consumer of milk and its products. The consumer is, or 
| should be, interested in the health of the cattle whose milk 

he uses. 

There are several phases of the subject that might be 
discussed. I might tell you something of the disease in the 
animal, the tissues that are affected. I might discuss the 
relation of tuberculosis in cattle to the disease in man, the 
hygienic phase of bovine tuberculosis, but I have chosen a 
phase which I deem more important to you, as owners of 

| dairy cattle, as manufactures of cheese. This, I think, may 
well be called the financial phase—that is, the relation of the 
disease to the future success or failure of the herd. If this 
disease is present in your herd, sooner or later you are sure 
to lose, to lose through the death of cattle, through decreas- 
ed production in the case of animals in advanced stages of 
the disease. Every one is willing, yea glad, to pay a cer- 

| tain sum that he may be insured’against loss of his home by 
. fire. I wish to tell you today how you can insure your herd 

against loss by this most dreadful disease. 
Again, if you suspect that a fire is smouldering in the 

walls of your house, every effort is made to discover if a fire 
really exists, and if it is found, it is extinguished, if it can 
possibly be. I want to tell you how youcan find out whether 
you have the fire of tuberculosis in your herd, and if you ‘ 

| have, how you can put it out. 
| First, I wish to bring to your attention something con- 

cerning the amount and distribution of the disease in the 
state. Fora number of years tests have been made under 
the direction of the Experiment Station, or of the State 
Veterinarian, of herds that were suspected and of herds in 

|
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which there was no reason to suspect the presence of the 

disease. About 8000 cattle have been tested, only a drop in 
the bucket when we realize that there are over 1,000,000 
dairy cows in Wisconsin. Yet a study of the data contained 

from the tests of these 8000 cattle, of all breeds, in all parts 

of the state, should give us a very true picture of what we 
may suspect to find among the 992,000 remaining. Of the 

8000 tested, about 1500 have been found to be tuberculous. 
A closer study of the available data will possibly give us re- 
sults which are more nearly true than the bare statement. 

The following tables are taken from Bulletin 133 of the 

Wisconsin Experiment Station: 
Table I—Tuberculin tests made on suspected herds. 
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Experiment Station to 1900..........-..2-s[-...-| 828, 115 35.6 
Live Stock Sanitary Board, 1901...... 43 86 | 807) 242 30.0 

Live Stock Sanitary Board, 1902..... 34 23 732 166 | 22.0 

Live Stock Sanitary Board, [903...... 48 39 1316 | 381 25.1 
Live Stock Sanitary Board, 1904...... 67 51 | 920 200 22.4 

192 | 149 | 4695 | 1254 26.7 

Table II—Tuberculin tests made on Non-suspected herds. 
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| Under auspices of Exp. Sta. in 1902) 14 | 5 | 306) 42 | 13.7 
Under auspices of Exp, Sta. in 1908) 11 | ae | 8 2.7 

Under auspices of Exp. Sta. in 1904 33 | 688) 44 64 
Under auspices of Exp. Sta. in 1905 41 7 72600 «44 6.0 

121 | 49 | 922 308] 9.3
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The results here detailed naturally show that the per- 

i centage of reacting anlmals is much larger in the case of 

suspected than in the unsuspected herds! In 4,700 examina- 

tions made in suspected herds, over 1,250 reactions were 

found, or about one in four. In the case of herds which had 

no especially bad history, the percentage of reacting animals 

in 8,262 cases was somewhat less than 10 per cent, From 

the above results it is evident that at least 10 per cent. of 

the milch cows of the cows of the state are tuberculous. 

} The disease is distributed all over the state, no section is 

| free from It. In some parts, however, it is much more pre- 

; valent than in others. During the course of the work, two 
: sections of the state have been discovered in which a much 

larger number of cattle have been found to be tuberculous 
than the average shown by the figures given. In the east- 

ern part of Dane County, over 50 per cent. of the cows 

furnishing milk to certain creameries have been found to be 

diseased. Conditions about as serious as those that obtain 
in northern Germany and Denmark. 

The uneven distribution of the disease in the state is 
| paralleled by the uneven distribution of the disease in- herds. 

| Many herds in which there was absolutely no reason to 

suspect the presence of the disease have been found to have 

from 50 to 75 per cent. of the animals affected. In others 

but a single animal was found to be tuberculous. Thus it is 

clear that from a casual examination, the owner can tell 
absolutely nothing concerning the condition of the herd as 

regards the presence or absence of tuberculosis. The ques- 

tion may well be asked, how can this be so, for it would 

seem that if a large number of animals were affected with 
the disease, some at least should should show evident physi- . 

cal symptoms. Here is where the danger lies. This is the 

great difference between tuberculosis and other transmiss- 
able diseases in cattle. On account of this fact, it is very 

: difficult to bring people to realize the importance of this 
disease to the dairy interests of the state. If tuberculosis 
ran its course with the frightful rapidity of anthrax, or 
black-leg, the difficulty to which I have referred would not 
be present. Tuberculosis may be present in the system of
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an animal for years and yet the animal show no physical evi- 

dences of the disease. Yet this animal may be a constant 

source of danger to the remainder of the herd. The long- 

continued developments of the disease gives an opportunity 
for wide-spread infection of the herd before the trouble is 

apparent to even the most watchful owner. 
The disease is introduced into the healthy herd ina 

number of ways. The promiscuous purchasing of cows is one 

of the most frequent ways in which the disease is brought 

into a healthy herd. From what we learned in regard to the 

distribution of the disease in the state, it is evident that if a 
farmer buys a cow, the chances are one in ten that the 

1 animal is tuberculous, or if the farmer purchases ten ani- 

mals, one of them is likely to be tuberculous. The effect of 

this factor is well shown in the prevalence of the disease in 

those districts engaged in the production of milk for city 

consumption. Here it is desirable that the output be about 

the same during all seasons of the year. This necessitates 

the buying and selling of many cattle. 
The disease is frequently introduced in the attempt to 

improve a herd by the purchasé of pure-bred stock. A strik- 
ing instance of the role of the public auction in spreading 

the disease has been described in Bulletin 114 of the Wiscon- 
sin Agricultural Experiment Station. The disease was 

introduced into thirteen herds through the disposal of a 
single tuberculous herd. 

Another way in which the disease may gain a foothold 

in the herd is through the use of mixed creamery skim milk | 

as a feed for calves. In the case of the creameries mention- | 
ed above, where over 50 per cent. of the cows were affected, 
it was evident from the distribution of the disease in several 
herds that the skim milk had been the introducing agent. 

When the disease is once brought into the herd, it may 

} spread rapidly or slowly, depending upon a number of 

factors. The conditions especially favoring the spread of 

| the disease are poor ventilation and lack of light. Where 

animals are forced to breathe an atmosphere saturated with 

the products given off from their own bodies, their bodily 

vigor is sure to be low and, asa result, they are much more
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} likely to acquire tuberculosis than if ample provision for 
: ventilation had been provided. The effect of light is not 

only beneficial upon the animals themselves, but it tends to 
destroy the organisms causing the disease when the same 
are given off by diseased animals. A striking instance of 
the effect of poor ventilation and lack of sunlight was found 
by the state autorities at Argyle, Wisconsin, where 69 ani- 
mals out of a herd of 72 were found to be tuberculous. The 

} barn in which this herd was kept had no provision for ven- 
\ tilation and was so dark that one could not see to read in it 
} at noonday. 
i Many are asking how can I determine the condition of 

my herd? The answer is to apply the tuberculin test. This 
test is not a fearful and wonderful thing to be applied only 
by experts. In bare outline, the test consists in taking a 
series of temperature readings on each animal, the injection 
of fhe tuberculin beneath the skin by means of hypodermic 
syringe, and then the taking of a second series of tempera- 
tures on each animal. Because it has been realized that the 
test can only be generally used if the farmer can apply it 
himself, an effort has been made to popularize the tests. 
The results have been very gratifying indeed. Thousands 
of tests have been made which would never have been car- 
ried out if the application of the test had been confined to 
professional channels. The farmer who has tested his herd 
and has found it free of this disease is in a position to keep 
it free, for since he has learned to apply the test, he can 
determine at the minimum of expense and trouble the condi- 
tion of every animal he brings into his herd. 

It is impossible to enter into the details of the applica- 
tion of the test here, the conditions to be observed, the inter- 
pretation of the temperature readings, etc. On application 
to the Experiment Station, Madison, any farmer can obtain 
literature describing fully and clearly how to test his own 
herd, and the conditions under which tuberculin is furnished 
free of cost by the Experiment Station. 

In conclusion it may be stated that at least 10 per cent. 
of the milch cows of Wisconsin are infected with tuber- 
culosis. That the presence of a single tuberculous animal in 

| 
|
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a herd is a constant menace to the health of the herd; that ' 
1 sooner or later the owner is sure to suffer financial loss 

through it; that wisdom and prudence demand that every 

owner of cattle determine their condition at once, in order 
that if they are free from the disease, they be kept so, or | 
that if some part of the herd is found to be diseased, the | 

affected cattle be removed; that the Agricultural Experi- 

ment Station stands ready to aid in every possible way any 

Wisconsin farmer who wishes to test his herd. 

yj
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’ ’ Transportation and Freight Rates. 

| John Luchsinger, Monroe. 

Mr. Chairman Ladies and Gentlemen. You may think 
that this subject of transportation is somewhat foreign to 
cheesemaking and dairying, yet, in fact, it is a vital part of 
the business, but for the convenient and rapid transportation 

| of today our cheese industry would have no greater di- 
} mensions than would supply those close to the makers. 
| Wherever any district produces only so much as its people 

; can consume the question of transportation is not important, 
such product can be easily and cheaply carried to the con- 
sumer in many ways and without railroads, but when the 
product has increased much beyond the needs of such dis- 
trict then the question of rapid and safe transportation 
becomes of the first importance for without such transporta- 
tion any surplus product is nearly worthless. Before the 
days of railroads the pack-horse and cart or wagon, and 
later on the canal and stream were relied on to carry goods 
of all kinds to market. The sailing vessel carried them 
across seas to distant lands. For centuries these were the 
common modes of carriage, slow but sure, and the progress 
of the world was just as slow and sure. Then came the 
present day railroad with its fast trains reaching with 
its rails to the farthest parts of civilization, opening up and 
filling with settlement vast stretches of country which but 
for them would have remained savage and unsettled for 
years longer. - 

There are countries yet where by reason of their rough- 
ness, the most primitive as well as the most modern modes 
of carrying freight are in use side by side. In Switzerland 
cheese is mainly made on the mountain pastures to which 

| not even wagon roads can be built. It is carried thence to 
the highways and small towns by men or pack-animals 
thence by wagons to the railroads. 

In our own country the cheese industry has grown from 
a very small home industry begun in the kitchens of the early 

|
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Swiss settlers of Green county in the years following their 
immigration in 1845. For many years their surplus pro- 

, duct was carried by wagon to nearby towns for sale, later 
when factories multiplied so as to demand for their milk supply 
section after section of farms the immense product sought 

and found markets in all of the trade centers of this and 
other countries, railroads were a necessity, without them we 

could never have expanded the cheese industry until now it 

covers all of Green county, a large portion of Lafayette, 

Dane and Jowa and is moving across and going 

all over southwestern Wisconsin, they carried our 

cheese safely and speedily at reasonable rates and 
for nearly thirty years until 1898, shippers and 

railroads worked in harmony and peace as the cheese in- 

dustry increased so did the earnings of the railroads and | 

both prospered during that period. Cheese was rated as a | 

commodity and carried for 20 cents per hundred to Chicago | 

or Milwaukee from Monroe and from other shipping points | 

in proportion as distance was greater or less. There was no 

complaint by shippers that this rate was excessive, nor any 

intimation from the railroads that it was not enough. 

Suddenly and without warning, and without reason or 

excuse the railroads on which our chcese was being shipped 

got together on the idea that cheese production was profit- 

able, that it was increasing and spreadihg on all sides and 

that therefore it could stand a raise in freight tariffs. There 
was no pretence that it cost more to carry it or that the risk 

of loss had increased. They simply severally issued an order 

that after a certain date cheese would be classed as second 
class freight same as butter and would be charged 33 cents 

per hundred in place of 20 cents as before. And the change 

was made and the high rate was charged and collected in 

spite of protests against such unjust extortion. It is but 

7 fair to mention that then the roads officially permitted cheese 

to be concentrated at half local rates from the smaller towns 
to the central shipping points, and thence if shipped in car 

lots the rate would be only 22% cents per hundred. This plan 

would have been very plausible if after concentration all 

or a large portion of cheese were shipped in car lots, such a
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plan of course would benfit the car load shippers, but on the 
other hand would extinguish the small dealer and hinder the 

L producer in shipping their own product but the fact is, that 
but a small proportion, less than 1-5 of our cheese is shipped 
in car lots, and taking into account the large amount of 
cheese brought to the central points on wagons it is safe to 
state that as much cheese is shipped out at the high (less 
than car load) rate as comes into those central points at con- 
centration rates. 

In the American cheese districts near Sheboygan where 
\ conditions are different the raising of rates and the allow- 
| ing concentration did not cause the complaints as with us. 

Of course the small shipper was there also forced out of the 
business and shipments except in large lots practically ceased. 
By reason of the many cold storage plants there, cheese 
from all over this state has been and is concentrated at very 

} low freights and safely kept in storage until orders arrive 
for shipment in large lots. This system has practically 
created and maintained the great cheese markets of 
Wisconsin in Plymouth and Sheboygan Falls which 
are now the chief distributing points for Wis- 
consin American cheese for the whole state. Aside 
from these facts the nearby lake transportation has 
given those points a rate by rail of 22% cents to our 
28 cents for same distance to Chicago. Of course there 
was complaint and protest by individual shippers when the 

| rate was enforced at 33 cents but no attention did the roads 
give to such complaints. But in 1900 this association was 
formed for the advancement of our interests, and a year 
or two thereafter this matter of rates was brought up and 
discussed, a resolution was adopted directing the president 
to confer with Railroad Commissioner G. L, Rice with the 

| view of obtaining a reduction. It was then found that 
our laws gave the commissioner no power to change 
rates, nor much power of any kind to compel just dealing. 
But he did what he could. There was a conference held at 
Monroe by all the shippers with the representatives of the 
railroads at which Rice also was present, and the result was 
that the roads asa compromise reduced the 33 cents to 28
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cents which it now is and which we deem is still excessive 
compared with 22% cents on cheese from equal distant points 
in Illinois (where the R. R. Commission had power to fix 

rates.) Complaint has also been made that rates are ex- 

cessive on material shipped in which goes to the making and 

shipping of cheese. Lead foil of which many thousand of 

pounds are annually used and which costs 5 to 7 cents a pound 
is charged as high a rate as tin foil costing 40 to 60 cents a 
pound. Also that packing paper is charged 29 cents freight 

to some places and only 13 cents to places beyond and more 

distant. A rank discrimination. That excessive rates are 
charged on heavy lumber for boxes and tubs averaging 

higher from Monroe to Darlington than from Marinette 

many times more distant. All or nearly all of these com- 

plaints are now before the new R. R. Commission of this 

state. At the last hearing it was proposed that an effort be 
made by the shippers and railroad men to settle these com- 

plaints by a conference to be held during this session in 

Darlington. I gladly agreed to it on the part of the associa- 

tion and sincerely hope that the differences may be adjusted 
in a spirit of fairness to both sides. 

One more cause of complaint is the abuse of charges in 

; icing cheese cars. Formerly until three or four years ago an 

extra charge for icing was not known. If cheese was shipped 

| in warm weather all charges were included in the freight rate 
and no extra charge for ice was made. But somehow extra 

charges have crept in for amounts not known to the shipper 

for icing cars in transit, he had no way of verifying the 

amount of ice charged as having been putin. When such 

extra charge is presented to the consignee he must pay it 

and in turn he makes claim on the shipper and the latter is 

out so much more on the price he billed cheese for. A promi- 

nent shipper engaged a refrigerator car in the late fall at a 

season when no ice was needed, but desired the ice space to 

be packed with hay to keep the car warm this was done 
and the hay paid for. When the car reached California and | 
extra charge for icing was exacted of the consignee, of 

course in such a plain case the shipper made complaint and 

the extra charges was refunded. This incident! relate
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| merely as evidence that the shipper knows nothing of the 
| justness of ice charges. There shouldbe one general freight 
hy charge covering icing, and then shippers could figure on 
| prices with some degree of certainty. 
| The state and the United States should have power to 
| provide speedy and just consideration of every complaint 
} against railroads for excessive or discriminative rates and 

for rebates and favors shown one shipper over another. The 
| rate bills now being considered by congress should first and 
| of most importance make it possible for every complaint to 

be heard and decided as speedily as a complaint in any court 
in the land. There is no injustice in the theory that the 

} government should control the rate chargesof railroads, for 
| railroads as no other private corporations have delegated to 

them the government’s right of eminent domain, the right 
| without your consent to take and use your property and mine 
| for any purpose in their business and having a price fixed 
| for it if you and they cannot agree. Before the days of rail- 
| roads the government built highways and charged tolls for 

their use. Constructed canals and deepened river channels 
| for the better and cheaper carriage of goods, but asa matter 

of course government cannot build and operate railroads in 
so great a country as ours as well as private corporations, 

| hence the power to build such roads is delegated to private 
| corporations with all the rights to take and use public or pri- 

vate lands for their right of way, but government has re- 
served the right in return for such grants to compel the 
roads to treat those who use them justly in every respect. 

So it is to be hoped that the complaints of this associa- 
tion will be considered by the conference in good temper on 
both sides, witha disposition to be fair and just, so that 

| whatever may be decided it will stand as satisfactory. 
Should this conference fail in this, then of course the 

rate commission will consider and decide our complaints on 
their merits. It has power to enforce compliance to any 
reasonable order it may make.
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